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Sex therapist dispels myths 
Visiting speaker lectures 
on lighter side of sex 
BY GARKM HII i BR 
senior writer 
Talking about the lighter, Ma> 
itive, foyful aspects ol MX, Inter- 
nationally HM MM toad sex then- 
plst Ruth \Ve*-th.nmrr spnkr at 
the College Center Not <>. 
VVestheinxT is | puwering 
-c\ educator .uxl longtime pro- 
moter uf sexual literacy" She has 
hem .1 frequent speaker on the 
national college and uniu-rvih 
lecture circuit and has twice been 
named "CoUege Uvturer of the 
^fear," according to .i release by 
)MU media relations. In .tddition, 
her radio program, "Sexually 
Speaking," is in its 22nd year (if 
broadcast, and her television 
show, "The Dr. Ruth Show," has 
been syndicated nationally and 
intemationally, the release said. 
WeMheimer told the packed 
i,000-person-«.«ip.kit\ Band 
hflllntom that her pUipON tor 
iimung to |MU w.is to "educate 
and dispel myths" about 
human sexualih 
"Coitus in tempt us (with- 
drawal of the penis horn the 
vagina prior to emulation) is 
not a good method of contra- 
ception," she said. dtacuMtng 
one myth. "It only takes one fast 
one in the pre-ejaculate to get a 
woman pregnant." 
The ballnxmi frequently 
erupted in laughter, including 
when Westheimer told the tale 
ol | woman who thought she 
would not get pregnant il she 
did not actually enjoy the sex. 
iflwIlMI also provided 
advice to students on how to 
become more sexually healthv 
beings. She suggested to all the 
women, professors included, 
that when they are driving in 
their cars and stop at a red light. 
they should spend that moment 
practicing the Kegel exiI 
and then look at the driver in 
(ha car next to them and wink. 
Kegel exercises are short, 
rhythmic contractions and 
relaxations ot the muscles along 
the pelvic floor that lie beneath 
a woman's external genit.ilia 
Iha exercises are named after 
Arnold Kegel, who in 1952 dis- 
covered that exercising the 
pelvic floor muscles could 
improve vaginal tone, enhance 
pleasure during intercourse and 
improve urinary continence. 
which diminishes as one gets 
older, Ruth said. 
Directing her attention to 
the men. Westheimer said that 
regarding a man's penis, fee 
does not matter as the vagina 
can accept any girth unless it 
is miniscule. 
Westheimer also tried to dis- 
pel the myths about masturba- 
tion "Myths about masturba- 
tion must be buried," 
Westheimer said. 
Other controversial issues 
she touched upon included 
abortion. Saying she had 
escaped \a/i C.ermam when 
*r SPEAKER, page 5 
MORGAN RWittJskiffpfatiwupher 
Ruth Westheimer. Internationally recognized tax therapist, speaks at the College Center Nov. 6. 
UREC staff 
promotes yoga 
for destressing 
BY JANE MCHUOH 
senior writer 
Imagine walking into a place 
feeling tensed and stressed. Yet, 
less than an hour later, you exit 
feeling calm and happy enough 
to be litiT.illv smiling Ihese are 
just a couple of the feelings that 
yoga pnimis»*s 
"Yoga is the art ot uniting the 
mind and body thnwgh both 
physical movement and tran- 
quil thought," slid senior Becky 
up fitness man- 
ager and yoga instructor. 
Holt said she enjoys teach 
I because of tl» 
people are k'ft with alter a sue 
cessful class "You lea\e class 
calm, relaxed, clear minded 
and smiling," she said 
According to I ■ IL Zagora, 
UREC coordinator for group 
fitness and ivellnessand anoth- 
er yoga instructor, "The best 
thing about yoga is that it 
makes you more self-aware ol 
your body and its limitations.' 
There are many different 
forms ot Yoga ZagOtl -aid. 
but UREC focuses on the 
hat ha form. Hatha is basic 
yoga and is the type that is 
taught at most commercial 
gyms according to Zagora. 
Yoga can be quite instru- 
see YOGA, page 5 
Chemistry 
awards two 
high school 
teachers 
BY K\RA PAPAFIL 
OMSUUM NWI editor 
The      JMU      chemi-ln 
department    awarded    two 
Stafford  High School  cheat- 
Nov. 5. 
The      2002      'Chemistry 
Teacher ot the Yen    aw aids 
i nted   to   Kathryn 
IX-nnis   and   Mary   Frances 
Qtorge  The two were nomi- 
nated by several ol their former 
students nOV ' l^l1 
aecording a press release. 
ill ol tin uiimum 
whuh was held in the chem- 
istry department the two were 
pjeaented with the "CRC 
hfandhook ot Chemistry and 
83rd I dWon 
I The chemistry department 
has given its awards to high 
sflxxil teachers for II years [he 
pjass release said -indents who 
aJB enrolled in . hemistry dase- 
,-1 nomin.it. 
sjy have prepared them ' 
legp-k-vel chemistry COUOM 
■ l hemistry pcOBSSfOf lames 
liary, who presented In* 
awards, said manv students 
hid nominated the two over 
the past 10 VI 
: George has been tea. lung for 
30 years in Stafford ( oimtv 
puhli. s,li>i- She iiirrentlv 
sOrves as the .idminisir.itiv.' 
assistant tor Stafford High 
sd„,.].   whan  aha   teaches 
. a need Placement chemistry. 
irding to the pn 
Dennis,    who   I 
teaching chemistry at Stafford 
High School for 12 year 
"B is truly an honor to a 
tt&s award tTOOl |M 
l\ since we v.. n nominated by 
former students 
Ttt»g^a«i*tng to know thai 
we have instilled the love ih.it 
we have of our subject in oth- 
er.   We are very fortui 
have dedicated, bright students 
al our high school." 
learv ■slid this is the lu-l 
hme the department has award- 
ed two teachers in thes.ii. 
JMU entices multicultural students 
Take-a-Look Day welcomes prospective students 
II I OVIMASJtu0l*""!llui*'r 
Graduate student Kim Turner (left) speaks with Chris Carter, 
associate director of CMISS at SMO's Taka-a-Look Day. 
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN 
contributing writer 
Students for Minority 
Outreach drew more than 600 
high schoolers to campus 
Saturday for their annual Take- 
a-l ook Day. 
Since the 1980s, SMO has 
teamed up with the admissions 
committee to enlighten prospec- 
tive minority students about the 
admissions process, different 
majors, financial aid and campus 
resources, according to SMO's 
main advisor. Art I Van. In addi- 
tion to being assistant director of 
admissions. Dean is the coordi- 
nator of athletic recruitment and 
multicultural recruitment for the 
admisskms office. 
The day's sessions, which 
took place in the College 
Center and the Health and 
Human Services Building, 
included a student-led panel 
session, small-group "break- 
out" sessions and a student 
organization fair. 
Although the goal of Take-a- 
Look Day is similar to the tradi- 
tional campus expose. Dean 
said its appniach is unique and 
may be more aflat to a, 
"Students are either recruited 
bv friends or hear about JMU 
through a tour or an open 
house." IX-an said. "This is |a| 
specialty open house—the other 
general one is k-ss intimate, and 
the pnispcctive students have 
less interaction with current stu- 
dents. Usually the Only -Indents 
they come in contact with an fix1 
student ambassadors." 
SMO corresponding secretary 
1-auren Bnmssard, a sophomore 
was one of the many volknv- 
shirted SMO members who inter 
acted with prospective students 
"The best thing I did today 
was eating lunch with a 
group ot tannin's, she said. 
"It was fun and great getting 
to know them beti. i 
According to SMO 
President Kristin Bniwn, a sen- 
ior, the fact that so many cunvnt 
minority students wen- present 
see M1NOUTY. page 4 
Asian pop culture explored 
Asian Student Union hosts workshop, discussion 
BY jAMts MOON 
(ontrihiitmg writer 
Small Taiwanese children skip 
in line at a pastoral Chinese 
schcxilhouse. Amid laughter and 
si ng, their teacher demonstrates 
the numeral one on an easel, 
which they all draw, and then the 
numeral two, whk*h they again 
copy with ease But they frown at 
the three, unable k> understand 
until they rum their heads and 
an twi i arches, which they imme- 
diately recognize as the interna- 
tional symbol of McDonald's and 
erupt into joyous amusement 
HRI \N I'OKVWmiff plvlovniphrr 
Senior Odysaay Lope/ participates In "Asia Pop," a (ttacuaalon 
workshop hosted by the Asian Student Union. 
This was one of the samples 
of Asian popular culture pre- 
sented at "Asia Pop," a discus- 
sion workshop hosted and pre- 
sently! by the Asian Student 
Union Wednesday evening. 
Ranging from high fashion 
in Ho Chi Minh City to bub- 
blegum boy (or girl) bands in 
Seoul to mobile telephone com- 
mercials in Taipei, JMU students 
offered their experiences and 
understanding of modem Asian 
popular cultures. 
In attendance was Asian 
scholar and JMU history pmfes- 
sor Michael Seth. who has trav- 
eled and lived in Asia. He said 
that while it would be expected 
to hear more American-influ- 
enced music thniughout Asia. "I 
hear mostly Asian pop." 
Seth originally conceived the 
event and coordinated with 
Asian-American students and 
ASU to produce the workshop, 
see ASIAN, page 5 
Getting down with DG 
NMfpkatognphi 
Member* of Zeta Tau Alpha danc* to Jennifer 
Lopez's "I'm Raal" aa part of the Data Qamma 
sorority's Mr. and Mra. Anchorsplamh pageant Friday. 
Tha pagent ends a week of events to benefit Aid to 
the Blind and Service for Sight. 
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, NOVEMB 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
• Alph.» Kappa Mphi Sorority, In will Rpontor A "Buckle 
[ p  unerica   infoniution booth in the Warren Hall mail- 
nnun  from L0 BJBL to 2 p.m. 
■  I he IML chiptVf Oi tlic SodCtV of ProfCMiOMl Journalists 
nmts at 4 p.m. in Modular Building Room 227. 
• Sexual AatauH Survivors Group IMtting will be held at 7 
p.m. Contact Jill for more info at x8-3407 or rupperja. 
• Students   \v;.un-l Sweatshops meets at 7:3(1 p.m. on the 
fourth Boor Of Warren Hall (airport lounge). Contact benifiabc 
with qmilkmi 
• IMU's School of Theatre and Dance presents "The Glass 
WiupTu     In  Unnessee Williams at 8 p.m. at Latimer- 
ShaerTei  liWtre in Duke Hall  Tickets are $8 for the general 
publk and $6 for JAC card holders, senior i iti/ens and chil- 
dren. The show will run nightly through Thursday, For 
more information, call \8-7O0tf 
• Acadtmk Advising and Career Development presents 
"Getting into Highly ( ompetiti\ <■ Graduate Schools" from  S 
to 7 p.m. in Taylor 105. Learn how to identify target schools, 
do your research and ensure that key individuals are on your 
side. For more information call <K-ro55. 
• EQUAL. IML s women's rights organization, meets at 6 
p.m. in Taylor 303, I or more information, e-mail Blu at jmue 
t^uat&ythoo COM 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
•Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will sponsor a "Buckle 
Up America information rnxith in the warren Hall mail- 
room from lU a.m. to 2 p.m. 
•The |MU College Democrats are holding their weekly m.vt- 
inv; .it 7p.m. in Tavlor3ll. For more information, e-mail rfm- 
zlm or visit fmu^itllomft/OungttSW rets, 
• Alternative Spring Break Domestic Trip informational met 
ing will be held at 8 p.m. in PC Ballroom. Trip leaders will be 
on hand to briefly describe their trips and answer questions 
Additional questions can be directed to ASBQinuicJu oi Mop 
by the office in Wilson 204. 
POLICE LOG 
H\ Sn\K(i\ Bl I \KM 1 
police log reporter 
A fire broke out in Potqj 
at 6:10 am The flames carSe from an 
air purifier Damag*- <vas done 19 tNft 
wall, the blinds and j dresser In the 
immediate area 
In other matters campus police report 
the following: 
Grand Larceny 
A JMU student reported the tarcetr 
wallet from the commons area Oct. 23 
at 2:05 p.m. The wallet included credit 
cards, a JAC card, an operators lice^nse- 
and money. 
m 7--I.     -Mr* 
r* 
A Chandler Hall resident reported 
larceny ol an Xbox player and gai 
from a room between Nov 1 at 9 
and Nov 4 at 4:30 p.m. 
A jMfryrtudent rr ported the larceny of 
a patHflEMKi from a vehicle in the 
parking deck Nov. 5 between 3:30 
and 5p.m 
Properly Damage 
V JMU staff membe- -sported the nght 
r window of e vehicle was broken out 
■lot between Nov 6 at 9:45 p.m. and 
1 7 at 650iMThe same vehicle's 
left front tire wfla>»lashed Nov 4 
Nurpber of drank in public charges since 
Aug. 2f.    54 
Number of paVfcing tickets issued 
between 0(1, ?'  mdOct. 27. 1,000 
LOG 
WEATHER 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Today 
Thunderstorms 
High 64 Low 41 
Showers 
Partly Cloudy 
Partly Cloudy 
Cloudy 
High Low 
51 38 
50 35 
55 39 
48 37 
MARKET WATCH 
GIOMOnFnday Novembers 2U0. 
OOW JONES    ■ 
21.86 f 
dose 2.378 79 
NASDAQ 
17.43 
dose: 1,359 28 
t 
AMfcX 
3.00 
dose 824 18 
S&P500 
t 
7.91 f 
dose: 894.74 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
How to place a classified Come to The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m and 5 p.m. 
Cost S3 00 for the first 10 words. S2 for each 
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10 
per column inch 
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue 
Classifieds mutt be paid In advance m The 
Breeze office. 
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TABLE OF CONI- 
NE WS 
Philosophy, religion colloquia series 
New security institute 
OPINION 
Golden arches to take over Burg 
House editorial Preparation needs 
to go past next phase 
Darts and pats 
Roommate respect rules the house 
Campus Spotlight What's the 
best thing to say to get out of a 
speeding ticket? 
LEISURE 
Crossword and horoscopes 
FOCUS 
Joe Opala 
STYLE 
Speaker draws up humor in 
political book 
American society through "Glass" 
Welcome to Cinnamon Bear 
Cinema scoop "8 Mile" 
Style weekly 
SPORTS 
Women's soccer wins CAA title 
On the sidelines 
Women's club rugby 
11 
11 
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HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC 
Daniel O. Wittner, M.D. C. Larry Whitten, M.D.      M. Catherine Slusher, M.D. 
Louis E. Nelson, M.D. Herbert E. Bing, M.D. Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P. 
WELCOMES 
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.   AND   JASON K. GENTRY, M.D. 
Phone: 
(540)434-3831 
(800) 545-3348 
Su 
Ask about our 
new extended hours 
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
IHusic by the 
DJ Connection 
21 years       PROPER 
of age ATTIRE 
andouer      REQUIRED 
northern Exposure Grill 
1221 Forest Hill Road 
Harnsonburg. Virginia 
(540)4428550 
m m presents ssj Karaoke 
Friday Nights 
n me East Side Room r «' 
10 pm-1am ^Ov 
tftf 
It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad. 
USEYOURCREDITCARD! 
Phone:568-6127 
Fax:568-6736 
E-mail- the_breeze@lmu.edu 
Massanutten Resort 
SKI FOR FREE! 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
(December through March) 
Lift Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants. Rental Shop 
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone 
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service 
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment, and Lessons for Working Only 20 Hours Per Week 
Stop by the Ski Office Mon-Fri 6:30 am to 4:30 pm to Ml out an application 
289-4954 
The 2003 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan 
Learn about Japanese culture and people 
Gain international experience 
Requirements 
• Have an excellent command ot the English language 
•Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,2003 
•Be a U.S. citizen 
•Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year 
Applications are now available. The deadline for applying is December 5,2002. 
For more information and an application contact the Embassy of Japan. Office of the JET Program in 
Washington DC. at 2520 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.. Washington, DC 20038. 
Call (202) 238-6772/6773 or 1800-INFO JET or email: eojjet@erols.com or eonet.°holmail.com. 
The application can also be lound at www.us.emb-iapan.QO.io 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
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•or the holiday/... 
Dallas $334" 
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Denver. S341 
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NEWS 
Virtue and happiness discussed 
A visiting scholar spoke on 
"Plato's Place in the 
Ancient Debate"' Friday. 
»w story below 
MONDAY. NOV. 11, 20021 THE BREEZE 13 
"President Rose ... repre- 
sents every college and uni- 
versity on this issue." 
GEORGE BAKER 
interim director, 
I3A 
Professor discusses philosophy, religion 
Armstrong cites Plato, Aristotle; speaks on virtue, happiness 
BY COLLEEN SCHORN 
contributing writer 
John Armstrong of 
Southern Virginia Univcrsitv 
spoke on "Virtue and 
Happiness: Plato's Place in the 
Ancient Debate" Friday after- 
noon in Keezell Hall. 
Armstrong began by outlin- 
ing four schools of philosophy 
and how they viewed human 
and divine goods. The four 
schools he discussed were 
Aristotle. Epicurus, the Stoics 
and the Platonists. The goods 
he proposed were Virtu*, 
pleasure, health, wealth, beau- 
ty and strength. Aristotle 
believed that all these were 
good, while Platonists believed 
that only virtue was good, 
according to Armstrong. 
He used excerpts from Plato's 
last and longest work "Laws" to 
support his view on how Plato 
understood virtue and happi- 
ness. "Nothing is beneficial to 
you if it is not from intelligence," 
Armstrong said. Something can 
be good in its own right, but is 
not always good for you. 
Armstrong said. He said Plato 
stressed the importance of intelli- 
gence and using it to bring about 
health in the body. He viewed 
intelligence as the highest good, 
Armstrong said. 
Armstrong discussed how 
Plato can call something good 
in its own right but how if it li 
beneficial then you are virtu- 
ous. "Nobody ever becomes 
completely virtuous, at least 
in this life," Armstrong said. 
In Armstrong's interpreta- 
tion of Plafo, actions and people 
are just if they arc ruled by the 
belief of what will him out fo be 
best and not thmugh passion. 
Armstrong described the five 
claims to understand human 
goods and human evils benefit- 
ing the vicious and the virtuous 
These claims include the idea 
that human evils benefit the 
vicious but hurt the virtuous. 
One student in attendance 
said the 'ecture was confusing 
in parts. "I was a bit confused 
by some of what he 
(Armstrong) was telling us 
about the vicious and virtu- 
ous," SVU freshman Svetl.in.i 
Drautovich said. "But by lis- 
tening to the professors bring 
up examples in order to ques- 
tion what Plato said, I began to 
understand it more clearly.'' 
After Armstrong read his 
paper on how Plato under- 
stood virtue and happiness, 
the audience participated in a 
discussion I hose in the audi- 
ence were either students ot 
Armstrong or part of JMU's 
philosophy department. 
"I was very impressed by the 
questions that JMU professors 
were asking," said Allison 
Paskett, a junior majoring in 
philosophy at SVU. "They were 
very involved in the lecture and 
seemed to enjoy it." 
Armstrong's lecture was 
the third in a Philosophy and 
Religion Colloquia Series 
The next lecture is scheduled 
for Dec. 6. 
MATT C'ARASELLA/u * l*u*<Htraphtr 
John Armstrong of Southern Virginia University lectures In Keezell Hall Friday afternoon. By contrasting Plato's views on 
virtue   pleasure  health, wealth, beauty and strength with Aristotle's. Armstrong outlined four schools of philosophy. One of 
fJ^V.'0"^*        " '°P      w" P,a,0'• ,nou8n,• ab0<" vlrtuousness: "Nobody ever becomes completely virtuous, at least In 
MM life,   he said. Armstrong's speech, "Virtue and Happiness: Plato's Place In the Ancient Debate," was the third In the 
Philosophy and Religion Colloquia Series. The next lecture will take place Dec. 6. 
New infrastructure security institute to develop at JMU 
Protection project partners with GMU, encourages student involvement 
BY CASSANDRA 
VAF.REV.YCK 
contributing writer 
A new institute is being 
formed at JMU to protect 
nationwide security interests. 
"We are in need of an inte- 
grative force against terror- 
ism, and our institute is the 
engine that is going to step 
up and take that responsibili- 
ty," said George Baker, inter- 
im director for the new 
Institute for Infrastructure 
and Information Assurance. 
According to Baker, the 
institute, called I3A. will 
bring together the labors of 
two different security-related 
bodies thai are already in 
place at the university. The 
first is the Commonwealth 
Information Security Center, 
which was made possible by 
a grant from the state of 
Virginia. The second is the 
Critical Infrastructure 
Protection Project, which is 
jointly funded by JMU and 
its partner in the effort, 
George   Mason   University, 
according to Baker. 
"Most people aren't aware 
haw fragile our infrastruc- 
ture systems are and how 
easy it would be for a terror- 
ist to tamper with our lives," 
Baker said. 
"We want to let people 
know what those threats .ire 
and how they can help us fix 
those problems. This Insti- 
tute will build on existing 
programs fo expand our 
venue and responsibilities 
Baker said. 
According to Jerry 
Benson, dean of the College 
of Integrated Science and 
Technology, "Critical infra- 
structures are ones which 
are so vital that their inca- 
pacitation or destruction 
would have a debilitating 
impact on defense or nation- 
al security ... [I3A] is 
designed to address both 
information and physical 
protection issues." 
Baker said, "When Itu- 
dents get up in the morning 
Bid turn on the lights, or run 
We are in need of an 
integrative force 
against terrorism... 
— George Baker 
interim director. 
Institute lor Infrastructure and 
Information Assurance 
-99 
the water, or use their com- 
puter, they don't think twice 
about the vulnerabihts of 
Ih.it svstem." 
According to Baker. "90 
percent of critical infrastruc- 
ture is privately owned so 
we are going to use the fed- 
eral monies given to us to 
motivate action at the state 
and local level and improve 
our protection. 
There was a need lor .in 
integrating   force   to   pull 
even thing together to pro- 
tect citizens from infrastruc- 
ture terrorism — and that is 
the mission of this institute." 
Since the program's initia- 
tion earlier this year, JMU 
has been recognized for its 
security achievements. 
According to Kenneth 
Newbold, outreach coordina- 
tor, JMU has had a reputation 
for being .1 leader in sccuritv- 
rel.ited Issues. "JMU security 
program graduates are the 
leaders of the Security 
Committees lor both the 
House and the Senate," 
Newbold said. 
According to Benson, 
JMU President Linwood 
Rose was reappointed to 
President George W. Bush's 
National Infrastructure 
Ad\ isory Council. 
According      to      Baker, 
President Rose is the only 
academic on the |advisory) 
council. He represent! every 
college and university on 
this issue " 
Technology-savvy stu- 
dents will play a large role in 
the institute. According to 
Benson.  "The  institute  will 
-6 6- 
Cyber attacks will be 
more and more 
common and we need 
computing help... 
— Kenneth Newbold 
outreach coordinator 
->9 
offer .i moans by which facul- 
ty and students from various 
disciplines in the university 
can come together as mem- 
bers of interdisciplinary 
research, technology transfer 
and education teams in 
addressing America's needs 
in this critical MM 
According to Newbold, 
"There ts always I need for 
stud en I   involvement   from 
artai .ill acroM tha board 
We have programs in the 
foreign language depart- 
ment for translation, busi- 
ness        political      science. 
SMAD. communications and 
so many others. 
Newbold said, "We are 
forming a student group 
focused entirely cm critical infra- 
structure that will help with net- 
working for internships and 
reasarcn projects, while we 
develop industry and govern- 
ment agency partnerships. 
"There are so many ways 
that undergraduate students 
can be involved and to take 
what they are learning in 
their classrooms and Apply 
that to real world problems," 
Newbold said. "Cyber 
attacks will be more and 
more common and we need 
computing help; public 
health is going to be impor- 
tant for biological warfare." 
Baker said that working 
agreements will be sought 
with federal, state and local 
organizations involved with 
Infrastructure protection. 
Toward that end. Baker said, 
I3A has already established 
an outreach program with 
the National Park Service. 
Virginia will be first to prosecute 
accused Washington-area snipers 
BY SHANNON MCCAII HI •> 
Knighl-Ridder Newspapers 
Sniper suspects John Allen 
Muhammad and John Lee 
Malvo will be prosecuted first 
in Virginia, Attorney General 
John Ashcroft announced 
Thursday The decision 
ensures that both could get the 
death penalty if convicted. 
The two are accused of a ter- 
rifying Washington-area shixit- 
ing spree last month that left 10 
dead and three wounded. 
Thursday's announcement 
came as authorities in (leorgi.i 
said they had linked 
Muhammad, 41, and Malvo, 
17, to the sluing ol an Atlanta 
liquor store clerk on Sept. 21. 
The pair already stand 
accused of another liquor 
store slaying later that day 
some 160 miles away in 
Montgomery, Ala. Authorities 
now say they belie\e the same 
.22-caliber handgun was used 
in both killings. 
In Atlanta, Million 
Woldcmarian, a -tl-year-old 
Ethiopian   immigrant,    ma 
gunned down when lie lelt 
the store to investigate .i sus 
picious car outside. 
Authorities say they also 
have linked Muhammad and 
Malvo to a shooting in Baton 
Rouge, 1.1, and to a slaying in 
Tacoma. Wash. 
In all, the two are suspects 
in at least 19 shootings m 
which 14 people were killed 
and five wounded. 
Ashcmft's decision to turn 
Muhammad and Malvo's case 
ovci to prosecutors in two coun- 
ties in Virginia ends a turf Kittle 
ovei who should get first crack 
.it the high-profile case 
Montgomery C ountv 
Maryland State'i Mtornay 
Douglas Gamier had Mid fua 
.'Hue Should prosecute lirst 
because siv o| (lie killings took 
place there, more than any 
other jurisdiction 
But Maryland's historic 
n'luctance to impose tha death 
peneltj worked againstGanaler. 
I he state has a moratorium on 
executions pending ,i review to 
see it racial hi.is is Involved in 
the death penaltv's application 
Virginia on the other hand, 
has ..irrusl out more executions 
Mian any other state but Texas. 
And in Virginia, a 17-M-.II-old 
..in t.ice the death penalty. 
Maryland and ths federal 
govexntnenl >\« not permit capi- 
tal punishment loi |u\enilev 
Ashcrott said n was "Imper- 
ative that the ultimate Sanction 
be available for those who have 
committed these i rim.-. 
"We believe the first prose- 
CUtiora  should   OCCUr  in  those 
jurisdictions that provide the 
baM aw, tin1 baM fads and tha 
Ix'sl range ot available penal- 
ties/ Ashcrolt arid 
Dorm privacy ruling at Dartmouth 
College may have national impact 
BY BLISB DI'NPHK 
The Dtirtiniiuih 
A recent ruling by the New 
Hampshire Supreme Court in 
a case involving Dartmouth 
may limit the privacy rights of 
students attending private col- 
leges MMI uim crsities. accord- 
ing to Robert DeKoven, a pn> 
tessor at California Western 
School of Law. 
However, other jurists dis- 
.iv;ris-d living that the division 
upheld previous court rulings 
regarding private Institutions 
and  crvil  liberties,  rather  than 
setting a new precedent 
The case Involved student 
Adam    Nemser,    who    was 
dhargjed with marijuana pos 
session in 1995. I he state 
supreme court ruled late last 
month that, though Safety and 
Security officers did not have a 
warrant  when   they searched 
Nemser'a dotmliory room, 
evidence obtained by the col- 
lege's securit] service could be 
UM\I BgeJntl him in court. 
Lawyeri tor Neman had 
previous!) convinced a Iowa 
court that, by handing over con- 
fiscated materials to the 
Hanover Police, safety and 
s<\urit\ olticcrs acted .is agents 
ot the state and had therefore 
Violated the student's hourth 
Amendment protection. 
It the case- is hiought to the 
next level — the U.S. Supreme 
Court ■— it might have national 
impact. I MCovan said. 
But Dartmouth General 
v ouneei Kobert Donin doubt- 
ed that the ruling will create 
err) legal waves 
"If   Mr.   Mannar   sough) 
re\few by the Supreme Court I 
doubt that the Court would 
accept the else because it n*af- 
hrms a well-established rule ol 
constitutional law namely, that 
constitutional guarantees such 
.is the Fourth Amendment's 
protection against unreasonable 
search ,tnt\ se./un's only apph 
to state action and not to actions 
by private parties.'' LXtnin said. 
\ermont I aw School pro- 
lessor Sheldon \ockk agreed 
with Donin, saying I doi, . 
believe th.it it's a departure" 
from legal precedent 
Because Dartmouth is .1 pri- 
vate institution tliat employs a 
non-police security force, safety 
and aecurit) officers are not 
required to abide by the same 
laws as poh,v c ittu en trained by 
the state. In addition, they do 
not have state police powers, 
Donin said. 
If an officer finds illegal sub- 
stances during a college-author- 
ized room search, they .ire legal- 
ly entitled to him them over to 
the ICKMI authorities — even 
without a search warrant. Such 
a standard din's not apply only 
to Dartmouth. 
"We'd handle it the same 
w.iv Vm can't go on a witch 
hunt; you have to have a reason 
for being there, whether it's a 
complaint or a Safety concern," 
said llruce Bucher. director of 
security at Bowdoin College. 
IWdoin. like Dartmouth, uses 
a private security force. Tufts 
I nivcrsitv dexs not. 
"We would have to abide by 
.ill -t.ite and federal laws," Tufts 
police ( apt Mark Keith said. 
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Minority students check out campus 
114 IK I.OVhMANMriff i*h'ioVt,H>tU'' 
Communications professor Anntck Conls speaks at Take-a 
Look Day. which aimed to recruit minority students to JMU. 
MINORITY, tnmi pqp 1 
also made the Takc-a-l t»ok 
cxperienct' unique fur pntsjxv- 
tiw atudcnli It's very, very 
ran.' that you MB •» minority stu- 
dent involved in an acaiimiu 
MMlon 01 hlVt -i minority stu- 
dents serve on an admission 
stmiont panel, because llMaVl 
such a small minority popula- 
tion atJMU," she said. 
Sophomore Jay Cottom, an 
SMI I memher, agreed. "To me, 
befog I minority male, you're 
able to relate to this kind of pro- 
gram more. Truthfully, thai 
affects me more than a regular 
|MU info session," he said 
One high school attendee 
from Fairfax, Jeannic l,y, com- 
pared the features of Take-a- 
Look Day to other schools' 
offerings. "I don't think a reg- 
ular info session would have 
something like contemporary 
gospel singing or a step 
--how," she said. The latino 
Student        Alliance        and 
Inspirational Fnsemble also 
performed alongside the 
Contemporary Gospel Singers 
and the step teams 
Prospective students found 
features of JMU's minority- 
geared organizations to mesh 
with their mlenMs 
Tykisha West, I senior trom 
Anadua High School on the 
i astern shore, said she enjoyed 
learning about various majors. 
"I'm majoring in UologK 10 |the 
Minority Pre-health and Science 
Association) looked interest 
ing," she said 
Diana Nguyen, a high 
school junior tmm hurtax, said 
she shares an interest in biologv, 
yet was drawn to another 
aspect of the student organiza- 
tional fair. "It's nice to know 
there's an Asian organization 
here," she said. 
According to Brown, this 
year's Take-a-l.ook had changes 
and impmvements and attract- 
ed more people than usual. 
-«- 
l don't think a regular 
info session would 
have something like 
contemporary gospel 
singing or a step show. 
— Jeanniel.y 
high school attendee. Fairfax 
95 
"This year was \m ditti'r 
ent," she s.iul It WM the first 
year everything was condensed 
in the ballroom, so the students 
got to see the new facilities 
Everybody loved this sW up 
Usually, we're on the other side 
of campus and more spread out" 
The    program    also   was 
ri'striktured to include more 
interaction bttwoon current tku- 
dentsand prospecliw students. 
"V\e had bn'akout sessions, 
where they were in smaller 
groups when- they could ask 
mow personal questions sort 
of like workshops," Brown said. 
A student panel also was 
added for the hrst time. Such 
changes, according to Brown, 
hopefully will attract more 
members and more diversity — 
and this hope already has 
begun to show itself in reality. 
Brown s.n.1 
"Now it's not just African 
students, but more Asians. 
moM Latinos," Brown said. 
"During my treshman year, 
we just had around 200 people 
come to programs like this 
It s doubled in two years." 
Admissions counselor 
Michael C it™, who is also an 
advisor to SMO, said he was 
happy with the turnout. "One 
familv even drove from far 
di-t.'iH.s trom Connecticut," 
ha s.iid And this is just a one- 
day thing." 
One of the most rewarding excercises you can do. 
takes as few as two muscles to Droduce..- 
6:00  -  8:00  pm 
Wellness  Passport 
STROKE  CLINIC 
pm 
register  by NOV.   1 1 
Wellness Passport 
OUTDOOR  RECREATION 
IN  THE SHENANDOAH  VALLEY 
7:00  -  9:00  pm 
register by  NOV.   I 8 K 
Wellness Passport ? 
AYAK  ROLL  SESSIONS 
8:00  -   10:00  pm 
register by NOV. 20 
:■■ B E E SPRING  BASKETBALL FR E 
[MMWIICI 
Manager's  Meeting:  Dec     / ,  4   pm  and/or  7  pm 
Play  Dates: Jan.   1 5-Mar.  2 
Make a smile the most important thing you sport for more information contact Ihe Program Registration Desk 
.ii r>ti<s 8734 or visit www.jmu.edUi recreation ■ » 
STOP LOOKING 
GEf TO jUNCH/ISEI 
• Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath 
Luxury Apartments 
• Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area 
• Phenomenal Fitness Center on Site 
• State of the Art Clubhouse 
featuring a Wide Screen TV and 
High Tech Stereo System 
• Superior Service 
540.442.4800 
www.sunchase.net 
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Yoga increases flexibility 
)(H,A.frontpage 1 
minl.il in ones Illness routine, 
Zagora said. Then' are five com- 
ponents to fitness Those arecar- 
liiov.isail.ir I'nilur.nvr. muscu- 
lar endurance, musuilar 
■tivngth, BedbiUty and body 
composition. slie said. 
'In Otdef to rr.illv M the 
bat) risulls ,iml the most effi- 
cient workout, Ipeoplo] should 
make sure |to| balance those 
ti\e components of fitness," 
Zagora said S> yoga plays a 
huge part in MBIgttl and flexi- 
bility (and is) a great way to bal- 
ance out your workout and 
cniss-train a little bit." 
According to Zagor.i. 90M 
does not place a big emphasis 
on fat burning, but instead 
foCutel on flexibililv 
Flexibility is a huge aspect of 
injury prevention so that's whv 
we encourage yoga," she add 
Holt said other benefits 
include  increased   circulation 
and mental acuity, lower blood 
pressure and stress levels and 
an overall relaxed state erf mind. 
Anyone can participate in 
yoga, Zagora said, although 
"people with bad wrists, bad 
knees and bad backs have to 
make sure that they pay atten- 
tion to the modifications that are 
given in class." Ukc any crfher 
exercise, people should not feel 
any type of pain while partici- 
pating in yoga, Zagora said. 
One misconception that 
Zagora said people have about 
yoga is that there is a lot of sit- 
ting and breathing and that it 
is only for spiritual people. 
"Most of our instructors ... 
don't like to sit around and 
breathe," she said. "We're 
group fitness instructors so we 
like to cycle, we like to box, 
and we take that same mental- 
it\ into our yoga classes." 
Concerning religion, "you 
don't have to be spiritual  ... 
because that's not how we're 
teaching it, but you can be if 
that's how you choose to," 
Zagora said. "Come in on your 
own level and take out of it 
what you want." 
There are two main yoga 
classes that are offered by 
UREC. which are YogaFitness 
and YogaFitness Plus. 
"YogaFitness Plus is the more 
advanced class so you go 
through the poses a lot quicker 
[and] there are more power 
mini's," Zagora said. 
According to Zagora, however, 
while it's more advanced, 
YogaFitness Plus still caters to 
people who may have health 
modifications, such as bad 
knees or backs. 
Senior Chris Nalberc/.inski 
has been able to see the benefits 
of yoga firsthand and said he is 
hooked. "Contrary to what 
most people believe, the art of 
yoga isn't about contorting your 
body into seemingly impossible 
shapes," he said. "It is about 
your mind, body and spirit 
working together." 
Being a dancer, junior 
Lindsay Barnett tixik yoga class- 
es twice a week .xnJ said she 
"felt so much more relaxed. 
|She| became a lot more flexible 
in [her] shoulders and it also 
helped with |her] balance 
1 lolt Mid that while yoga is a 
discipline that may take time to 
appreciate, "if you allow your- 
self to stav open-minded and 
think outside of the box, you 
will undoubtedly notice many 
benefits aiul n'ali/e how worth- 
while it really is." 
Those Mererted in taking 
classes can purchase passes at 
the URFC pnigram registration 
desk. The prices range from $5 
for one class to $45 for 20 class- 
es, Recording to 
www.jmu.edu/recrealion/grpfil- 
nesn\/oga.<lilml 
Asian popular 
culture explored 
Speaker looks at sexual literacy Staff 
Writers 
Workshop 
Want to begin get- 
ting paid for your 
Breeze work? 
Come to the staff 
writers workshop. 
Thursday, 6 p.m. 
Breeze office, 
basement of 
Anthony Seeger 
Hall 
Questions? call 
X8-6127 
SPEAKER, from page 1 
she was a child and that it is 
important for one to stand up 
and be counted for what you 
believe in, she stated her belief 
that abortion must remain legal. 
Regarding homosexuality, 
W^thoimer said that while 
experts do not yet understand 
the entomology behind same- 
sex attraction and thoughts, she 
still grants the same level of 
respect to homosexual couples 
who seek her therapy as she 
would grant to heterosexual 
couples who do the same. 
Sanford Lopater, her collab- 
orator on the textbook used by 
students in HTH 372 (Human 
sexuality), took the stage next. 
He discussed the more recep- 
tive attitudes American col- 
leges now have toward sex 
education than when he first 
began teaching. While there 
was only one textbook on 
human sexuality when he start- 
ed educating students on the 
subject, there are now at least a 
dozen available. Lopater has 
I have the best job in 
the world. 
— Sanford Lopater 
collaborator on HTH J72 textbook 
-99 
been a psychology professor at 
Christopher Newport 
University since 1973. 
"I have the best job in the 
world," Lopater said. "It's a sub- 
ject of systematic and serious 
study — about something that 
can affect you as a baby or a 
grown-up [and from which] you 
can leam about STDs and unan- 
ticipated pregnancies." 
A question-and -answer ses- 
sion followed the speeches. 
Asked for her take on pornogra- 
phy, Westheimer said it is "not 
good when it involves children 
or force." Otherwise, she said 
such material can be beneficial 
if it helps with sexual arousal. 
Lopater said he was  "more 
troubled by substitutive 
pornography than substantive 
pomognphy 
One female student asked if 
female ii.Kul.ihon tv.illv rxisN 
because she saw it on the televi- 
sion program "Sex and the City" 
but "her friends" had not expe- 
rienced any such occurrence. 
Westheimer said it does not txW 
and that part of her reason for 
educating college students on 
human MXUattty is to correct the 
kinds of taMOmfe myths creat- 
ed by the media. 
Many of the studflntfl who 
attended the lecture found the 
session informative and enter- 
taining. "I'm here because 1 saw 
a speaker at 'The Opposite ot 
Sex' last week and I'm interest- 
ed in learning more about sex 
and what (Westheimer] has to 
say about it," freshman Tiffany 
Richardson said. 
Senior Reed Brodhead 
said, "I'm definitely glad I 
came. I just had some ques- 
tions about sex and I'm really 
interested in it." 
ASIAS, from page 1 
the first of its kind at JMU and 
intended to be a formal annu- 
al discourse. 
Senior Anita Tonakarn, 
president of ASU, and junior 
Many Phengsitthy, ASU his- 
torian, presented the pop 
music of Laos and Thailand, 
illuminating the fact that the 
two countries shared a very 
similar,     interrelated     and 
mutually-Intelligible lan- 
guage and culture. They 
divided popular music into 
two demographics: the mel- 
low love ballads and tradi- 
tional styles favored by the 
older people and the more 
upbeat and sugary pop 
enjoyed by the young, which 
is a generational preference 
rampant throughout Asia, 
according to Tonakarn. 
This second demographic 
became the hot topic for much 
ot the event. While each Asi,m 
country, like any country. tlM 
its own flavor of popular 
music, most copy and follow 
the American pop scene 
extensively, according to 
Tonakarn     They incorporate 
mostiv American style*, that's 
where we get our influence." 
lonakam said. Vietnamese 
Itudenta said many 
Vietnamese pop idols men-U- 
sing American hits translated 
from BngUih. 
Mike Kim, pa-sident 
of the Korean Student 
Asstviation, elaborated on the 
radical popular music industry 
in South Korea, widely referred 
to as K-pop. Industry moguls 
engineer each musu sensation 
with casting, plastic BUfgtrY 
heavy marketing and high prof- 
it margins, according to Kim. 
And the strategy works, Kim 
said. "How you an? perceived 
by otliers is how you are. That's 
how it works in Korea 
incredibly image-conscious," 
Kim said. 
Seniors Phuong Le and 
Mary Nguyen also discussed 
image-consciousness by show- 
casing the ao dai, a traditional 
Vietnamese dress for women 
that   has  evolved   especially 
cc 
Fortunately, my 
parents taught me that 
1 was also Korean and 
exposed me to Korean 
culture... 
-Mike Kim 
senior, presidcnl of the Korean 
Student VMHIJIIIIII 
99 
with Western influence to 
become a prominent and 
unique VietnamcM dbpley at 
medal occasions today. 
However, apparently the ao dai 
is an exception, Nguyen said. 
Young Vietnamese >;irls (ire 
"more into Westernized 
clothes," Nguyen nld They 
often strive to be as "Western- 
looking" as possible, according 
to Nguyen. 
I dewing On her 17 summers 
in Hong Kong, freshman 
Sharon Warren s.iid, Asian cul- 
ture is traditionally \ ety conser- 
vative" and suggested that 
Asians benefit from the liberat- 
ing effect of American trends. 
Western ways serve -is a sort of 
ice-breaker" to a less strict soci- 
ety, according to Warren. 
Kim said Asian-Americans 
aren't in an objective position. 
They are bom and raised in 
America, immersed in 
American civilization and edu- 
cated in American schools, he 
said. "Fortunately, my parents 
taught me mal i was also 
Korean and exposed me to 
Korean culture, and so I know 
about my background, but the 
way I think and act is 
American," Kim said. 
Other events that are part of 
ASU's JMU Asian Awareness 
Month include speaker Phoebe 
Eng tomorrow at 7 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, the 
annual culture show Friday at 7 
p.m. in Wilson Hall and Yellow 
Rage Nov. 19 at 7 p.m. in 
Cirafton-Stovall Theatre. 
• 
Do you think yoirt ^ 
really, really, ridiculously sow 
looking in stripes? 
Apply 
■How lucky I am to ba a part 
of this smart* taam end 
to havs had (his axparlenco.' 
2002 OPA 
ishyastl 
I was. I can toad.' 
tOOt OPA 
'24 paopla can bacoma L 
and have a profound alfact on pw 
^ working towards a < 
acmovadlr. • things.' 
2001 OP* 
jrple. 16%Qold.: (i. 
Orientation Program Assistant (OPA) applications available November 4th 
lt or in Wilson ? 15. Application deadline is December 4th. 
Questions? 
Stop by the OPA Open House on Tuesday, November 12th 
from 5.30pm 7:00pm on the ?nd floor ol Wilson Hall. 
Or, call 568 1787 or email orientation << imu.edu. 
nan vm IMHI 
OPA iMBiitunmi 
this week at fflainstreet, "Cive on Stage" 
>JmS«fe "Static Support" 
Crazy Barside Specials!      $5.00 cover, 18 & up 
JSIW7        0NCE A SEMESTER MAINSTREET 
?.av PRESENTS A WORLD CLASS 
v REGGAE PREFORMANCE 
HERE IT IS!    Jamaican Legends 
"The Meditations" 
with guest, The Sensational 
"Soldiers of Jail Army" 
Advance tickets at Mainstreet & Plan 9 
y. $10.00 cover, 18 & up 
> yJluUr1g?JJ^  JMUS 1ST CHOICE IS BACK 
The World Class Tribute to "GUOS N ROSOS" 
"Paradise City" 
with guest, 
"Static Union" 
Advance tickets advised at Mainstreet & 
Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg, $10.00 
"HUGE CROWDS EXPECTED" 18 & up 
432 9963 
All Shows 18 a up " Mainstreet Is Perfectly 
WISH us at our website Located at 153 South Mainstreet 
www.malnsiraairocks.com in Downtown Harrisonhunj 
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OPINION 
"... it is easy to neglect that 
preparation when the goals 
are further away." 
see house editorial, below 
"Don't date their exes, don't 
kiss their exes and don't 
invite their exes over..." 
LAURA CHAFFE 
senior 
see column, page 7 
Preparation needs to go past next phase 
Do vou remember ran first 
day of high school? Everything 
you'd done in middle school, all 
your hard work, those count- 
less worksheets and homework 
assignments Kid been leading 
up to that moment. Now your 
grades really mattered, now 
VOU were beginning vour life. 
You were growing up; you were 
getting older 
This milestone, huw^n. 
paled in comparison to vour 
first day at JMU. Perhaps, like 
many students, that day was 
your first experience living 
away from home, setting vour 
own agenda and making vmir 
own decisions. You'd spent 
hours painstakingly filling out 
college applications, crafting 
admissions essays and 0oleo> 
ing letters ot recommenda- 
tions. You had studied hard to 
maintain your grade-point 
awragr, which was pivotal in 
getting accepted into your first 
aioftoe of colleges. On vour first 
day of college, you finallv 
could announce to the world 
that you had made it — you 
were an adult. 
You    soon   learned    that 
your new title of "adult" 
came complete with real 
responsibilities. You had to 
start planning for the next 
phase of your life — vour 
entry into the "real world." 
What career path would 
you take? Where would 
you live after graduation? 
How would you support your- 
self financially? Apparently 
you had not reached the apex 
of your lite upon entering 
college. So much more lay 
ahead for which you had to 
begin to prepare. 
This axle of preparing for 
the next phase is destined to 
continue. Once you graduate, 
you will seek out grad school or 
your first job. From there you 
will look to advance in your 
career, changing jobs, moving 
up the corporate ladder, each 
job a stepping stone on your 
way to bigger and better things. 
But none of these things would 
happen had you not planned 
ahead. The work you did in 
high school got you into college 
and laid the foundation of a 
work ethic that would stay with 
you through your career. The 
choices you are making at JMU 
are setting in motion a path that 
will lead you into the "real 
world" and beyond. 
While students may admit 
they now appreciate their 
preparation in getting them to 
JMU, it is easy to neglect that 
preparation when the goals are 
further away. One of the final 
mili-stoni's I'M'ITIW must one 
day face is what happens when 
thvir professional careers have 
played out and they stand on 
the verge of retirement. Even in 
the face of a bombardment of 
advice urging young people to 
start planning and saving for 
senior years now, many wait 
until it is too late. 
According to the Noi " 
issue of The Breeze, in about 30 
years, older Americans will 
until' than double in number, 
rising to 20 percent of the total 
population. Additionally. MTV 
ior citizens are living longer 
and ua Ian financially pre- 
pared than in the past, accord- 
ing the article. 
In a February 2002 address 
at the National Summit on 
Retirement  Savings,  Federal 
Boaid Chairman Alan 
Greenspan reiterated thecom- 
pledt) of saving for retire- 
ment and the need to begin 
planning early and subse- 
quently at every stage of your 
life. "One of the most complex 
economic calculations that 
most workers will ever under- 
take is, without doubt, decid- 
ing how much to save for 
retirement," Greenspan said. 
"At every stage ot lite, indi 
viduals ought to make judg- 
ments about their likely earn- 
ings before retirement ami 
their desired litestyle in 
retirement Hie   difficulty 
that individuals face in mak- 
ing these projections and 
choices is compounded by 
the need to fbrecaaJ pereonal 
and economic events main 
years into the future 
If students do not want to 
be caught oft guard, they 
must begin thinking about 
the future beyond their Iirst 
job. Planning for even far- 
ther in the future than we 
already are now could allow 
us to live our lives less 
stresstully in the future. 
k The'Breeze 
Managing eiirtor 
AM manager 
News editor 
tflfcr 
\$M  DM .,/(».!- 
Opinion editor 
Style editor 
AfH. style editor 
Focus editor 
Sports editor 
1 
Copy editor 
Copy editor 
Photo editor 
I'lh'to editor 
Art Diretior 
MbanatfM 
(Mfcw aUta 
( IMMM ilesign editor 
AMMtn 
li'.tni in   ( ..\\»-\\ -k i 
TnvUCIingrnpeel 
GaM < hjpolini 
David *   li'mriilMin 
Khjlil Crnull 
Kyrj Pjpafil 
li-.su.i Hanebury 
Brrnnj Walton 
Aliaon I ,ir no 
Liu Marietta 
Drew Wilton 
Dan Bowman 
Lucia Lodato 
I .uni'ii York 
K.i. In-Ill- Lacroia 
Laura I '..in 
Richard Tharp 
Sarah Stanit/ 
I hrresa Sullivan 
Kevin Marinak 
Sieve Cembrinftki 
Flip IN- Lura 
Alan Neckowlu- 
/i> thf fness alone, cliequered as it is with abuses, f/w world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which hat* been gamed by 
reason and humanity over error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The kuM i I,, oraokn i <f i\x cdi(« «M! U«rd ■ | *h.4e. and u run 
neccmnl> rhr .<ptnu<n <4 any inJiw.lii.l -r.m IMDbfl of A 
Kin.in,(i Baardt 
TraviiOinirenpecl Jeutca Hand 
Edttoi 10m Beta OpttMon BdNoi 
kM 'l»»ilJ bf I**' in.ii- ilbtn W MmkiOolMMM ihf'uklhe 
noimire than lOOOlHlflk, and huth will he pnhli*hc.t i<n a tpatr m 
ham. They mml he delivered ti> The Brent by noon [uodtf or9pjl 
I he BlW re*erve* rh* ' 
ntw ; R   * Jama Madteon ' new i 
Darts 
/Aim A Hals nrr \uhmitteil tiiion\ni,>u>l\ 
un<ii-nnuii,*Li jwnn rmrfleMi fWlJl 
Suhm\\h>n. are Ixi\i<l u/xm oneperutn\ 
/•pinion iifa given utnulion. person or ,\, /./ 
iuui rUi nol net e\umt\ rrfleel the truth. 
Pat.. 
A "thanks toi knowing-first-aid" pal to the 
D-hall employee* and BKfl  worian who 
helped me oul on Thursday evening ulun I 
started choking at dinner 
From a very aceidentvnme ssfiliomori- tWw is 
nnrrdibly relieird that m didn't hair ft) Mb 
mother ambulam ride after all ant ivho fKVmlta 
to ehew more thoroughly/from now on. 
Dart... 
An ''iiVrwt-too-hard-to-be-polite'' dart, to 
the girl who was on her w.iv to a mueh-needed 
workout and didn't have the deOBM) to an 
thank you after we pushed her OH fan the UREC 
parking lot 
Fnrni the thnv guys who Iwlpeil uou and think 
\fou <oulit /INP the InaranM 15 by puikatg your car 
your damn MK 
Pat... 
A "you're-one-tme-pieie-of-glass"  pal 
to my roommate for taking me to the do, 
tor when I couldn't get the glass shard 
out of my foot. 
Sent in by a unior who *s glad tht 4oet 
n'l have to wear her tuziu pink sHpptrt to 
work anymore. 
ifYlKS OLIVO 
£ I WORDS, WORDS, WORDS 
Golden arches to 
take over 'Burg 
Since the semester began 
there has been something grow- 
ing on uV corner of Neft Avenue 
and Port Republic Road. It 
began simplv enough as an 
excavation out in front of Fix>d 
Lion; dirt was piled up; big 
cement cylinders were brought 
in — nothing too alarming lor 
weeks I assumed that the city 
was working on the sewage ayr#> 
lerrj Of the water lines or some- 
thing equally harmless. Then 
something happened. They 
began to build. My suspicion 
was that something wicked was 
coming this way. 
I was right. The structure 
rose and grew and was begin- 
ning to take on an all too famil- 
iar shape. Then one day I was 
riding tlie Route 7 bus home 
.iii.l as Mi turned the corner 
from Port Republic to Neff I 
noticed a trailer parked along 
the n>ad outside of the new 
building. On the trailer was a 
sign that read: "McDonald's 
Coming Soon!" 
I thought I had accepted the 
commercialization of this coun- 
try. I thought that it had become 
a force bigger than any of us and 
it was something we'd just have 
to leam to live with. I thought I 
could simply look the other wav 
and enjoy some fries and a 
vanilla milkshake with the rest 
of America. I thought wrong. 
My disgust for the ridicu- 
lous placement of yet another 
fast food restaurant has been 
growing as quickly as the 
building itself. My utter 
resentment hit an all time high 
-ts 1 was driving down Neff 
towards the newly erected 
it sore, and I was stopped at 
the top of the hill waiting for 
the tratti. light to dhanaje lb 
mv right were cows lounging 
in | lake and soaking in the 
valley sun. To mv left were 
trees p.imteu with autumn's 
pallet of orange and gold. In 
the distance were the moun- 
tains topped with low floating 
clouds. And at the \erv bot- 
tom of the hill — right in the 
middleot it all the soon-to- 
be golden arches 
Obviously the Food Lion 
shopping cental end the neigh- 
boring apartment COTnpIexee 
alreadv shghtl, disrupt tlK- nat- 
ural scenery, but they are paint 
ed in blues and browns to some- 
w hat blend in w ith (IK- trves .md 
the mountains They ehoare BBl 
back  away  from  the   roads. 
which diverts attention. The 
I louse of Ronald" will be a lit- 
tle more difficult to camouflage. 
Mv busmess-minded friends 
have tried to convince me of the 
marketing genius that went into 
the placement of this new estab- 
lishment. With such an enor- 
mous percentage of JMU's off- 
campus population located on 
Port Republic, Neff and the 
neighboring Devon and Lois 
lanes, this new McDonald's will 
be an oasis for late-night 
munchies. Students will no 
longer have to drive the extra 
five minutes down South Main 
Mnvt to get their daily intake of 
grease and pn>cessed meat. 
Let's put aside the view- 
killing placement of this particu- 
lar McDonald's to think for a 
second — just for a second, 
don't worry, it won't hurt — Do 
we really need yet another fast 
food joint in this town? Are we 
really so lazy that the 
McDonald's, Burger King 
VVendy-s, Taco Bell and Hardee's 
restaurants we have aren't 
enough? How many ways can 
they really cook a burger? Why 
not just walk on down to Dukes 
and calm your cravings with the 
Dining Dollars your parents are 
paying for anyway? 
This town, this 
country, this world 
have become littered 
with corporate 
takeovers disguised as 
Happy Meals and 
Taco Supremes. 
This town, this country, this 
world have become littered 
with corporate takeovers dis- 
Ciii-*d as Happy Meals and 
Taco Supremes. I think the 
world hit an all-time low when 
the Italians allowed a 
McDonald's in the same piazza 
as the Pantheon. Can you 
Imigbie the .incient Romans 
worshipping in thai awe- 
inspiring temple and then hik- 
ing their togas across the 
•quan ior a Big Mac? 
1-ondon. Paris, Rome: If s all 
the same. All of Europe's 111,1101 
IM WAST, page 7 
Pats 
E mall dura mipm to bmndp^hoontll con 
Dart... 
A "thjl-e\.ini-u.i~-h,in.in,is ,l,irt to ,1 certain 
PUMIV.S pnitessoi lot gi\ 111^ us exam questions 
only a poorly-fchooltd . lump could he proud ol. 
Sent inbyja Mudffil MhooMyOTB thoul llu-itet 
MMoM ot mwUttnn ttrmt, nol your tkfiniHim 
Pat... 
A "sweets-Irom-the-sweel" pat to my 
(riend ol three years who showed up .11 im 
door Tuisd.n afternoon with a mint-oreo 
Blizzard when I was sick and having an 
absolutely hornhle day. 
Sent in by a senior who iri-.hr- atrynu had a 
heart the rftf t) your- and aun'l aware of what 
her mottd had done tr allow hrr teriOUSlM to 
mWhOj/ MM fat < 'ram. 
Dart... 
A "no-wonder ".''re-iu-lhe-tup-2S-schools 
with-the-least-studying" dart to |ML' (or not 
only «losing . .iriirr I ibr.irv at s pnl on the 
uivkend, hut also locking up study lounM 
around campta .it tl«- rat time 
Sen! in by a disgruntled tOfhomort who only 
wanted to find tOM piytOt and ./r/ir/ M dndi/ h" tin 
hugpjMMophytmm. 
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"I'd lake the advice 
of my female friends 
and cry." 
Massimo Pacchione 
senior, art 
Ben Chambers 
freshman, ISAT AMYI'\i ..'/AS/riot? nv*>r 
David Crizer 
freshman, chemiitrj 
Bruce MacLeod 
senior, Mcotmting 
Topic: What's the best thing to say to get out of a speeding ticket? 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW LAURA CHAFFE 
Roommate respect rules the house 
Wild each passing day I real- 
ms that my time at [Ml    I 
becoming snorter and shorter. 
i have experienced my last fall 
break, nn last Homecoming, 
and my last time reglsterlnej 
for classes. Whoa. 
Recently m) <.IK\ looked at 
OM and Hid, "Well don't you 
think you have gotten a good 
education at JMU?" I stopped 
and   thought   lor   .)   second 
besom leaponding, yea I do 
think I got a wonderful .dura- 
tion. I know how to Malk peo 
ple tor parking spots, hide the 
crossword puzzle from my 
proti*ssorh and how to not go 
grocery shopping for month* 
at a HUM surviving only by 
my powers of mooching food 
off of others. But most impor- 
tantly, I have learned how to 
live with other people. 
When I came to coOesje I 
had fears that I would be stuck 
with a roommate that would 
draw on me in my skip .md 
leave dead OAtS under my bed 
if I kept IKT up late el nighl. I 
never had ihasad a room with 
anyone in my lite; sharing a 
bathroom with my brother was 
hard enough Alas, my room- 
mate freshman year was fan- 
tastic ,md v.e had no problems 
living with each olher. She 
never took my underwear or 
peed in im shampoo and for 
that I thank her. 
Freshman vear was just the 
beginning.   I   learned   how   to 
store everything in my life 
under my bed. 1 learned how to 
sleep with the sounds of the 
keyboard tapping away. I 
learned how to be cjutel in the 
morning while getting ready 
tor .lass All Important thing*, 
but the big leeaora came later 
Apartment lite is where 
one Rail) learns how to live 
with other people.  I  want to 
share with others the luaom I 
found most vital 
The   dishwasher   Rinse 
vour dishes before tramming 
them in the dishwasher with 
every other piece of silver- 
Waie md bowl in vour apart 
Blent After doing so add soap 
and turn on. 
I he garbage: I will relate 
(Ins to a game of Jenga. 
When you are the person 
who adds the piece that 
makes  the  huge  pile fall  to 
the floor; take it out. 
The Brita watei pitcher; 
When you are the one who 
drains it. till it Inclusions may 
apply it you an- the one who 
stumbles to the fridge in IIK- 
middle of the night needing 
something to relieve your cot- 
ton mouth aftei a night of 
drinking. In that case, you are 
the iuik\ one <MK\ |ust revel in 
the moment, then say nothing. 
The toilet paper holder: It 
is not fun to sit on the toilet 
and try to reach under the 
sink for the last roll of toilet 
paper stuck in the far corner. 
When it is gone, at least put a 
fresh roll within arms reach 
of sitting position. 
Tell them what is going 
on, or you might just 
find your favorite teddy 
bear missing an ear. 
The kitchen floor When you 
drop your food on the kitcnen 
floor sweep it up, or at least 
make a slight attempt at ku king 
the food under the fridge. 
The food: If you have a 
roommate highly addicted 
to caffeine, never, never, 
never take the last soda. 
That could come back to bite 
you in the butt 
The microwave: The cor- 
nerstone for most college 
meals. When you put food in 
there uncovered and you hear 
it popping and bursting, that 
is your key to wet the sponge 
and clean it. 
The George Foreman Grill: It 
slinks. Clean it. Please. 
But perhaps the most 
important thing I have learned 
living with other people in col- 
lege is to respect your room- 
mates. When they arc having 
bad days, let them be. When 
you are having a bad day. 
don't take it out on them — 
you will regret that, I promise 
Don't dale their exes, don't 
kiss their exes and don't invite 
their exes over — unless von 
arc willing to be shunned >m<\ 
would like to see your clothes 
,ill over the ground'   of one of 
our fine apartment complexes 
And most importantly, realize 
that your roommates are like 
boys. They cannot read your 
mind, and you should not 
expect them to. Tell them what 
is going on, or you might just 
find your favorite teddy bear 
missing an ear. 
To all my previous and cur- 
rent roommates, none of this 
information applies to you all. 
This is all based on conversa- 
tions and extensive research of 
other pairs of roommates at 
JMU, I swear. 
Laura Chaffe is a senior psy- 
chology major. 
Fast food evokes fear 
FAST, from page 6 
cities are just as bad as 
America's. I almost would be 
bold enough to guess that 
there are more Starbucks m 
London than in Seattle. In fact, 
there's one right outside ot 
Shakespeare's Globe. I'm not 
sure what's worse, Togas and 
Chicken McNuggeN 01 
Hamlet and tatSBS. 
I'd hate to step outside of 
my rcalm of knowledge and get 
political here, but th> 
many foreign countries thai 
hate America and e\. | 
meruali/ed business we bring 
abroad, and 1 can't sav 1 blame 
them.   What business do we 
have to make sure that ever) 
person in Amsterdam has 
SCCeSS bo ■ Whopper? Arc thev 
really better off? Surc, someone 
must be eating at I e Weiuh - if 
they're still  doing business m 
France, but is it completer] nec- 
to globalize our bad 
habits.' Isn't it enough that (lu- 
res! ot  the world  thinks of 
Amen, arts as tat and la/v ' 
I admit 1 have been known 
|0 dine at these "restaurants 
before, but  my  patronage ot 
all   last   food   establishments 
has come to an end — right 
here ,wd right  now   I VOVt   I 
will not knowingly support 
these companies that  spread 
like diseases so fast that we'll 
loon be pledging allegiance 
to   the   flag   ot   the   United 
Burger   |ointS   Of   America.   I 
will not start paying taxes to 
Mayor Mc( 11 
For the  love ot   local  busi- 
ness, go have a veggie pita al 
-     Ihe)  R  delicious   .md 
they don't take' awa)   from the 
beauty ot any two thousand 
yeai old Roman temples 
/(-s   Olive senior 
English major. 
I stole your stuff. 
Send a dart. 
I found your stuff. 
Send a pat. 
breezedp @hotmail. com 
OUT OF THE 
DARKNESS: 
SUICIDE 
AWARENESS 
Wed. Nov. 13 
7 p.m. 
College Center Ballroom 
P  ■     .|IOI Is W'ltO.tl.- 
SPEAKER PANFl 
Survivors: 
Gail Fox. MEH 
Fred Fox. MO 
Sandy Arnold Ftfi 1CNS 
Specialists 
Diana Oddcmnu CNS CFNP 
Shirley ColM. IPC 
lane vUiyyiiis PhD 
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC 
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor 
You may reach me at 540-438-1000 
71 Court Square, Suite B 
Harrisonburg 
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS 
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
DRUG OFFENSES 
TRAFFIC OFFENSES 
* LATE NIGHT SPECIAL * 
433-7272 tZT 433-7272 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
AND 
BREADSTICKS 
ONLY $10.00 
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY! 
1:30 am Mon-Thurs      3:30 am Fri & Sat 
12:30 am Sun 
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03 ^ 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
$8.50 W/ COUPON 
w* 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging. 
(Nov. 11). Don t settle for anything less than perfection this year. Well, make that your goal, anyway. 
You'll run into one hassle after another, but that's OK. You thrive on big challenges, right? Keep at it! 
Aries March 21-April 19 
Today is a 7 - Better consult a person with 
. a great deal of common sense before 
spending all your money. A Taums would 
be perfect. Get a reality check. W\ 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
Today is a 7 - Although it may seem like 
things are clicking right along, errors and 
misunderstandings could come up quickly. 
Watch for them 
Sfr 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
Today is a 6 - Stay objective if you can. 
cJ^k^, lour mate or partner is rmmintrnng one 
^^F M-tKnk after another Your encouragement 
"  is much appreciated and should do the 
trick. Looks like all will end well. 
Gemini May 21-June 21 
Today is an 8 - Play by the rules even if 
( MOM <>l the Otfaail don't. You'll succeed by 
taking the high road. You're not the only 
L one who can spot a che.iler Important peo- 
ple are watching. 
Mi 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is a 6 - Following through on an old 
Obligation ^ould lead to a very good deal. 
i I his is one time advice from an opinionat- 
ed loved one is less likely to work. Use 
your own experience and judgment. 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
a^~\ Today is a 6 - Expect to encounter one 
■par obstacle after another, You don't have lo 
Tl run into them, though. That's the obj<\ in. 
of the game- getting around them quickly. 
Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
-t (4- Todav is a 5 - You could go to the head of the 
-&OTI class. You might be asked to take on even 
^Myy more responsibility. It takes work and brains, 
^■^. but you could also get a lucky break. Do the 
homework so that you're ready 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
U      j Today is a 5 - Don't believe the deal is 
cinched until the check clears. You'll have to 
explain and reconfirm every little thing. 
Luckily, you're patient. 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
Today is a 7 - You're eager to start a new 
^k*| endeavor, but it's not quite time yet. First, 
■'^■jt learn how to run a new system or machine. 
Developing a new relationship is good, too 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
^^,     Today is a 6 - You may feel as if you're in 
F»\.   me middle, being pulled three different 
fj^rg  ways. II you wait, the appropriate action 
will become obvious. Trust your experience. 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
•*«.   Today is a 6 - This is no time to get into an 
"Jf argument with your partner. You need all 
Jf\_ the reinforcements you can get. As usual. 
having facts that back you up would be a 
big help. Got any? 
Pisces Feb. 19-March 20 
Today is a 6 - One thing and then another 
^*^ prevent you from getting far. but don't 
(% ]) complain. It won't do you any good, and it 
-j*   just makes you miserable. Tidy up your 
place instead. To m—K 
—Tribune Media Services 
Solutions to 
Last Issue's Puzzle 
D A T E S 1 L E N T O A P A E L E N 1 E X E R T G A D 
B A N A N A S P L 1 T O R D 
T N ■ U N S O L D ■ T U T U 
| 1 R A T ■   |E R 0 T 1 C 
S P L 1 T| 1 N  F 1 N 1 T 1 V E 
A L L ■ L O T T| 
D Y L S JF t N 1  ■ P   T O 
■ E D 1 E S A M 0 A N 
F O U   R   S 1 X T   E N S P L 1 T 
O n L|O|P s| |L A P S r 
0 N LIYBBH O M A G '   ■ R O 
L A M s p L i T S C   R b E N 
r T A p A N E 1 TH A N E D E N A N N E B s|o N E S 
CROSSWORD 
1 2 3 4 
1 ' 
8 7 8 9 1 
22 
. 11 12 13 
14 ,. 
17 ■ 
24 
" 
20 ■ 
27 
rl " ■ ■ ■ ' 
26 
P P 
1 
29 
1 
i 31 3? 
33 
43 
. 
36 
P 
" 
') 
" 
P 
42 
4>l 49 
■ 
50 
■ 
51 53 54 
45 
P 
47 
1 " 55 : 1 58 ■■ . 
ACROSS 
1 Pauper's plea 
5 Play part 
10 Unsettles 
14 Mob melee 
15 Leslie of "Gigf 
16 Toward shelter 
17 Part of a plot? 
18 Apprehension 
19 Third power 
20 Best Actor, 
"Life is 
Beautiful" 
22 Best Actor, 
The French 
Connection"    , 
24 Understands 
25 Negatives 
26 Unattractive 
29 Best Actress, 
"Room at the 
Top" 
34 Separated 
35 Gloomy effect 
36 Russian river 
37 D.C. VIP 
38 Best Actor, "It 
Happened One 
Night" 
39 Combine 
40 H.S. dance 
42 Fire-sale 
caveat 
43 Swiftly 
45 Best Actress, 
"Dead Man 
Walking" 
47 Flora 
48 Joke 
49 Verbal 
50 Best Actor, "The 
King and I" 
54 Best Actor, 
"Lilies of the 
Field" 
58 Pelee's output 
59 Poison 
61 Eternal City 
62 Uniform 
63 Regretting 
64 Singer Redding 
65 Lucy's mate 
66 Affirmatives 
67 Power unit 
DOWN 
1 Part of U.A.E. 
2 Parasitic insects 
3 Dawn 'til noon 
4 Best Actor, "In 
the Heat of the 
Night" 
5 Meager 
6 Celestial dog 
7 Work unit 
8 Snack 
9 Twist together 
10 Best Actress, 
"Women in 
Love" 
HGrad 
12 Singer 
McEntire 
13 Observed 
21 Yiddish money 
23 Swindle 
26 Window catch- 
es 
27 La Scala show 
28 Landed estate 
29 Polio vaccine 
developer 
30 Woes 
31 Staff again 
32 Dislodge? 
33 Levies 
35 El _, TX 
38 Contraptions 
41 Best Actress, 
"The Rose 
Tattoo" 
43 Jai _ 
44 Best Actress, 
"Shakespeare 
in Love" 
46 Bobbsey twin 
47 Tines 
49 Spout thoughts 
50 Used leeches 
51 Great review 
52 Actor Montand 
53 Black sheep 
55 Jot 
56 Issue forth 
57 Break 
60 Greek letters 
"Close to campus... Close to perfect!" 
lurr (•■TuT 
Now open til 7 pm weekdays 
weekends 12-4 Sat-Sun 
1 
South View 
& Stone Gate 
Reserve What You Deserve! 
Now accepting reservations for the 2003-2004 school year 
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»cction. 
Story by senior writer Khalil Garriott • Photos by photo editor Rachelle Lacroix 
Mow olti'ii is ,i (ML* profeaaor inter- 
viewed by "60 Minutes II," CNN, 
The WuMngton Post and The New 
York Times'! 
liiM-ph A. Opala, adjunct professor in the 
history department   is .in .inthmpologist and 
ptoduoet ot two iwad-wmntni film docu- 
montarw-. on Wvst Atnc.i His impressive depth 
of knowledge mart) tvaa matched by ins 
appcarancr   and    Intelligent   yet    carnal 
demeanor at he daaCI'lMd his won 
Between about 1690 and 1835, many 
(aillah slaves, ,1 distinctive group of Atn.an- 
Amertcani fn>m the sea islands and aiastal 
plain nt < hadeaton, ■■<( . and Georgia, fled 
south into the Florida wilderness S'thng up 
their own independent villages, these Bl.i«.k 
S'tninoles" established .in "African frontier" 
in Florid,] Opall laid. 
But when Ameru.in settlers k-g.in mov- 
ing into the area, a lull—, ale war resulted 
n IMS and 1842, the greatest slave 
rebellion in the annals ot American history, 
•CCOnfJna to Opal*. The Seminole Indians 
and Black Seminoli-s wore alh.'s against the 
Americana. Bventually, they 'ought the U.S. 
Army to a standstill and tneteaa cd surren- 
dering or being captured, won the right to 
migrate to the unsettled WMtin frontlet 
which is now Oklahoma 
The Oklahoma native raised hi 
brows   to   emphasize   ,111   interestin,; 
I ot  the Gullali people who 
escaped trom the rice plantations. 
"Amazingly older Black Seminole do, on 
data m small communities in (ikl.ihoma, 
lex,is and Mexico still epeak taillah today — 
250 years after their ancestors escaped from the 
t anilina rice plantations." (>pala said. 
—46  
He has done some original 
research in the field and his films 
about the 'Gultah Connection' 
are ground breaking. 
— Joanne Gabbin 
director of the Honor* Program 
-99 
"The Black Seminoles tought side by side, 
died, bled - for those lands in Florida," 
Opala said on "fiO Minutes II." "They've 
been together with the Seminole Indians; 
they've been good brothers and good neigh- 
bors for three centuries." 
loannc Gabbin, director of the Honor- 
Program, said she has asked Opala to teach 
event courses tor the Honors Program 
because of his wide knowledge in African 
studies and the Gullah culture 
'He has doM some original n^search in the 
Meld and his tilms about the Gullah 
Connection' are ground breaking, (.abbin said 
Over the \ears. ( Ipal.l h.is explored the 
historical links between the Gullah 
people of South Carolina and 
Georgia, the Black Seminoles in Florida, 
< >klahoma, Alabama and fexas and the peo- 
ple ot the "Rice I OMl "t VVesI Africa espe- 
cially those in Sierra Leone, where he lived 
lor 17 yean and taught for six. He has stud- 
ied their history ol migration acniss two, on 
tinenls and over Jr>i> years hi using history. 
—64  
... the story of the Gullahs and 
Black Seminoles will ultimately 
change all our preceptions of 
American history. 
— Joe Opala 
adjunct history prolcHor 
— 99 
linguistics, anthropology and archaeology. 
"As soon as I became aware of their extraor- 
dinary history ... and realized how much it 
wept under the carpet, I asked myself 
I low come everybody doesn't know about the 
Black Seminoles"  Op.il.i said 
Because of their unusual history, geograph- 
ical isolation and strong community life, the 
Gullah — have preserved more of their African 
language and cultural heritage than any other 
black community in the United States. Since 
the 1160s, interest in this unlqua community 
has grown, and the Gullah have become the 
subject of a surprisingly wide range of films, 
including two produced by Opala. 
Opala was an integral part in producing 
"The Language You Cry In," which was fea- 
tured on PBS in IW8. Based on the reunion 
of a Georgia family with their African rela- 
tives, it tells an amazing story spanning 
hundreds of years and thousands of miles 
from   18th-century  Sierra   Leone to  the 
Gullah people of present-day Georgia. 
Thy are these issues and people 
important today? Opala said one 
reason is because " ... the story 
of the Gullahs and Black Seminoles will 
ultimately change all our perceptions of 
American history. 
"What I am arguing is that the role of 
Sierra Leone, in particular, in the South 
Carolina slave trade was much greater than 
historians have realized," Opala said. 
Opala has been cited in several nation- 
al media for his expertise. He appeared 
on the CBS News program "60 Minutes 
II" July 10, when he was featured as a pri- 
mary source on the Black Seminoles in a 
story about a conflict within the 
Oklahoma Seminole tribe. 
pala's work also has been mentioned 
in TJic New York Times and The 
WasJiittgton Post. He was cited in an 
editorial on the Black Seminoles for the April 
21 edition of The Times and published a pu\ t 
called "What the West Failed to Sec in Sierra 
Leone" in The Post's May 14,2000 issue. CNN 
also has tapped Opala for interviews in the 
past, and his research is the basis of two docu- 
mentary films, "The Language You Cry In" 
(1998) and "Family Across the Sea" (1991). 
in a story about the modem descendants of 
James Madison's slaves that appeared in the 
Spring 2001 edition of Mtmtjviier, Opala said, 
"... The voices of African-Americans can alter 
the way we view American history. Black peo- 
ple have played such a powerful role in our 
national drama, in fact, that deleting then 
can only ensure that we distort history." 
In his third year at JMU, Opala has spoken 
on campus many times. His most recvnl le. 
hire, part of the Honors Program Sympi'snun 
on Oct. 7, was titled "Seeking lustice: The 
Fxamplcof Sierra U'one ' 
.pala and his students will visit the 
) U.S. Park Service Dec 5 to pre 
plan for a historic trail that links 
together a number of West African, Gullah 
and Black Seminole historic sites lor live 
semesters, students in his .lasses have 
worked on a 125-page document that con- 
nects the Gullah people with MVaral 
American states and other countries 
"I've been trying to shake up thestud 
historical world view, get them to see that 
then.' is another way ot looking at American 
history, hut also eat them Involved in some- 
thing that will actually make things happen," 
Opala said. "If there's any one thing I'd like 
my students to understand it's that wc re all 
really just the same — Americans Irom all 
backgrounds and ethnic groups have made 
profound contributions to our history." 
When a civil war reached Sierra Leone s 
capital city. Opala had to flee the country in 
the middle of the night — on a fishing boat 
— one step ahead of the military coup lead- 
ing the exile. 
u 
"The Gullah Connection" 
• 1690-1835: Gullah slaves 
flee south into Florida and 
establish frontiers. 
• 1835-1842: Greatest slave 
rebellion in American histo- 
ry takes place. The Seminole 
Indians and the Black 
Seminoles allied against the 
r      v ^ Americans. l • Late 18th-century: West i African slaves work in rice 
^*     * 
plantation in South Carolina. 
m ' r *f* 
1 • Present: Black Seminole 
i                 M 
descendants speak the 
Gullah language and uphold \   1 their culture. 
/ am grateful for my experience 
with the Gullah that has largely 
been made possible by Joe Opala. 
-Cristen Crab-tree 
senior 
5 9 
Randy Jones, a book editor of the c enter tor 
American Places in downtown Harrisonburg, 
said he ''was just mesmerized by [Opala s| stiv 
ries — both his professional stor\ ot rese.mh 
and scholarship .is well a*, his personal story, 
especially his warv spent m Sierra I o>>ne inves- 
tigating the slave trade" Jones saul lie looked 
forward to bringing one of Opala's numerous 
book ideas to fruition in the future. 
The laid back, easy-going histor\ pic 
fessor said he's at a crOMTOftdl 
between staying in the United States 
and returning to his second home in West 
Africa, especially now that Sierra I cone is 
once again at peace "My heart wants me to 
go back, but this year is the first year I've 
really felt back at home here in the United 
States (after five years)," Opala said 
"I am grateful for my experience with the 
(iullah that has largely been made possihU by 
Joe Opala. I am excited to see when hii wort 
will take him and where he will take his work, 
in the future," senior C n~ten t rabtn.vs.nd. 
Other students agnvd. saying they had ben- 
efited from his knowledge 
"An in-depth analysis on a certain region, in 
this case an evtremelv important region in 
today's world, is very rewarding in under- 
standing so many things about the world," jun- 
ior Amir Allak said "It is tough to find someone 
like him, so rich with worldly knowUxlge that 
very few pn>fessors have 
» 
io THE BREEZE I MOMMY, NOV. 11,2002 Focus 
Pheasant Hfyn Tozim/wmes 
Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards 
Great Room Eat In 
Kitchen 
Deck or Patio 
4 'Bedroom lownfwmes, Individual Leasts, 
andH(pommate Situations available 
Refrigerator with lot Maker, 
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,      f^ 
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher 
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available 
'Bheasant flfyn loumfiomes 
Open Monday • Friday 10am-5pm 
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheaaantrun.nat, 
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle 
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on 
® (L@ofcOn.com 
Sponsored by the Muilm. Student Aaociatioa (MSA) and Unhwraty Program Board (UPB) 
What everyone needsTUT ibw ahput SLAM 
Dr. Mamdouh Mohamed 
TONIGHT 
7:00-8:30pm 
GraftOn-StOVall    l^rnabou,lh.uUmic concept of ™r*ip 
**PASSPORT EVENT** uZlZT^^lZtu^ related io I slam 
tornmrr mfonnauon, conuu-t Victoria Jessie at *86217, http://upb.jmu.edu or 
AbdiilrahiiLtii llua/i M BUMD\ Imp //orp jmu.rdu/mu 'UPBI 
 I I 
Olde Mill Village 
"It's more laid-back over here...and 
you can't beat the price and location." 
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease. 
***** 
"This is great! This is definitely a 
'best kept secret'." 
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village 
***** 
Free ether net. cable, and 
phone service in each room! 
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year. 
Office hours:  9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm  Monday through Friday, 
10 am-2 pm Saturday 
11-A South Ave. 
432-9502 
www.oldemillvillage.com 
DVAKTACE KhAI 1 ■> 
ANACBaVITQHOUT 
Universal Study Abroad Scholarship 
Tha JMU Office of International Programs 
is pleased to announce 
six S2.S00 scholarship* for semester 
abroad programs in Antwerp, Florence, 
London, Martinique, Paris and Salamanca! 
Application Deadline: November 15,2002 
Aaaeeeatomet t» admitted or h.v. .ppiM to on. of th. 
following JMU WIWIK program* to b* allglbl. for In* 
•choterihlp: " 
PaM 2003, Spring 2004 or Summer 2004 
In Florence, London, or Salamanca 
Fall 2003 or Spring 2004 In Antwerp or Paris 
Summer 2004 In Martinique 
n«beiitt»iMJmWileo«,ia,»j-Manyacaderik;adlJev^ 
catwn no War than Novwnbar 15,2002 ""——n*iwv 
Fw«ud«^l^«»^yipr^toMu^a|)n^toW2003 spring 
,vl»ltth«OIPi 1 "n«*>nu.adu/iBt«rni,lont|/$tudylbroad 
STYLE Going the distance Eminem's debut film, "8 Mile," keeps Ihe pace up for viewers. SM story Mf t 12 
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"We try to do things that people can't 
get anywhere else." 
SUSAN FANELLA 
Cinnamon Bear owner 
Speaker draws up humor in political book 
get your 
war on 
rees 
www.getyourwaron. com 
VATETHARP/u/T ,lm< ;,., 
BY ASHLEY MCCLF.LLAND 
staff writer 
While some mourned, went 
to church or gathered with 
their families after Sept. 11, 
2001, lecturer, author and polit- 
ical commentator David Rees 
chose a different form of 
expression. He chose humor 
Rees recently published a txx>k 
of political comics based on the 
current war in Afghanistan and 
Bit I presentation on it in 
Taylor Hall last Wednesday. 
He first began writing 
comics called "My \< w 
Fighting Technique is 
I nstoppable" and "My New 
Filing Technique is 
I nstoppable," created with clip 
art, sarcastic humor and pro- 
fane language. "Both (strips 
started at different temp jobs. 
Then' was nothing to do so I 
BlUted   making comic  strips," 
Rcaa said   Rees also worked 
Sart time as a freelancer and 
id checker at Maxim. 
The start of the United 
States' war on terrorism trig- 
gered the beginning of Rees' 
"Get Your War On" comic strip. 
He found a document called 
"The Humanitarian Situation in 
Afghanistan" where he found 
disturbing statistics about the 
deaths mil would occur in 
Afghanistan if America 
bombed them. He used his Web 
site, wataattyowwtnnxaH, to 
piOteM the war. 
"'Get Your WarOn' has got- 
ten .t lot of hits, about 25 mil- 
lion in the past vcir," Rees 
said. The popularity of the 
Web site led to the interest of 
Softskull Publishing Company, 
who published a book from the 
comic strip Some of his hard- 
fam m atudenre at IMU. 
"I think he is hilarious   I've 
been reading the Web site since 
5lce)me to the 
cinnamonb ear 
SARAH STANnZ/*»n* 
Sweet eats: Chowing down on University Blvd. 
BY JESS HANEBURY 
senior writer 
Cinnamon Bear Bakery and Deli 
brings life back to the sandwich and 
extra sweetness to ordinary desserts. 
An original flair and attention to detail 
are the two characteristics that give 
Cinnamon Bear Bakery and Deli its 
unique personality. 
Cinnamon Bear moved to its new loca- 
tion across from Blue Ridge Hall this past 
January from Valley Mall where it had 
been since 1985. 
Located at 600 University Blvd. 
Cinnamon Bear patrons can look forward 
to a cafe decorated with paintings, stained 
glass and decorative light fixtures almost 
all of which were created by the staff. 
Owner Susan Fanella takes prides in 
the original drinks and food they serve. 
"We try to do things that people can't get 
anywhere else," Fanella said. The 
Studebaker croissant sandwich exempli- 
fies this objective. At $5.25, this sandwich 
consists of fresh crab salad, melted Ched- 
dar and tomatoes. The croissant is served 
fresh and crispy and compliments the 
slightly fangy taste of the crab salad. All 
sandwiches are served with chips and 
kosher pickle spears. 
The Cinnamon 
Bear Bakery 
«mti O.-ll 
offer* numer- 
ous dining 
options for 
patrons. The 
restaurant 
recently 
moved to a 
new location 
at 600 
University 
Blvd. across 
from Blue 
Ridge Hall. 
ELUEUA'I MAN 
\iaff photographer 
It's obvious that detail is what counts 
at Cinnamon Bear. The copper-topped 
tables always are sparkling, sodas and 
desserts rest neatly arranged in their dis- 
play cases and the sandwich-accompany- 
ing pickle is even tucked away behind the 
the wax basket liner to ensure it doesn't 
make the chips or sandwich soggy. 
Although there aren't too many vege- 
tarian options on the menu, guests can 
rest assured that what is there is some- 
thing they'll enjoy. "The Fresh Avocado 
Melt is a great vegetarian option," junior 
Allyson Doby said The melt comes with 
sprouts, tomatoes, melted provolone and 
lettuce on focaccia or pita bread costing 
$4.39. Served warm, this sandwich is I 
delicious way to enjoy a tasty lunch. 
A number of the sandwich options 
feature turkey. The Homer contrasts the 
rich taste of smoked turkey with the 
tangy feel of hummus. 
The coffee menu has just as much vari- 
ety as the sandwich menu. On a cold day 
or early morning, students can open their 
eyes and warm their bodies with a chai 
latte costing $1.99 for a short and $2 4S far 
a tall. Richly flavored, this drink is a great 
escape from the usual coffee or tea. 
"(Cinnamon  Bear  is) equivalent to 
Starbucks but it's even better because it has 
food," sophomnon' lnna Komarovski said. 
If coffee isn't your cup of tea, It.ili.in 
soda, fountain soda, iced tea and juices 
also are offered. 
The lobster bisque, one of the soup 
specials, priced at $2.99 a bowl tastes like 
what you'd never think a soup made in 
Harrisonburg could — real seafood. Thick 
and creamy with a strong lobster taste, it's 
a real catch. 
)ust when it seems things couldn't get 
any better, Cinnamon Bear grabs a hold of 
vpui sweet tooth. The cannolis priced at 
$1.29 are the perfect mix of crispy crust 
roll and sweet cream filling with chocolate 
chips. The sweet filling melts in your 
mouth. All the desserts, including iced 
cookies, cake slices and muffins are baked 
in the restaurant, "We try to keep some- 
thing new all the time," Fanella said. 
Cinnamon Bear is a great place to go 
not onlv 10 get off campus, but also to get 
a taste of some food that you might not 
find anywhere else in Hamsonburg 
Original sandwiches, desserts and coffees 
keep customers coming back for more 
Cinnamon Bear is open Monday 
through Saturday from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
and Sunday 10 a.m. lo 5 p.m. 
hi started." junior Melanie 
Oglesby said. "I really like the 
fact that he used humor to 
enlighten people." 
One of the unique things 
about the comics is the fact 
that Rees does not draw his 
own pictures. Instead, he 
uses public domain clip art. 
To offset the simplistic 
graphics he uses the text to 
convey his message. One of 
the best things about the 
strip is "the shock about 
what they are actually saying 
as opposed to what it looks 
like," he Mid. 1 he maHJ0B 
he shares usually contains 
rather abrasive language. 
Even though Rees currently 
lives in New York City and 
lived there at the time of the 
attacks, he was shocked by the 
way the news never focused on 
the negative aspects of the war, 
he said. He decided to donate 
all royalties from his book to 
land mine removal in 
Afghanistan. That was one of 
the reasons Rees came to speak. 
"Gardy lxx>, the JMU liter- 
ary magazine, paid David for 
his presentation in an effort to 
bring diverse literary artists to 
JMU's campus," senior Jenny 
Schockemoehl said, who head- 
ed up the organization for the 
event. "SMAP (Shenandoah 
Minefield Adoption Project) 
sponsored the event because of 
David's connection to land 
mine removal projects ... 
SMAP used the event as an 
opportunity to tell students 
about their land mine removal 
efforts." Amnesty International 
was also one of the sponsors. 
Even if not everyone 
agrees with Rees' message, it 
otters a different viewpoint to 
the current events that greatly 
affect America 
BRIAN COKER/tUiff photographer 
Juniors Hunter Christy (left) and Jason Vlncente perform In 
Tennesee Williams' play, "The Glass Menagerie." 
American society 
through 'Glass' 
'Menagerie' comes to Latimer-Shaeffer 
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE 
staff writer 
Dreams of adventure, love 
and normalcy are as fragile as 
glass for the Wingfield family in 
Tennessee Williams' famous 
play, "The Glass Menagerie," 
coming to Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre this week. 
The main theme of the play 
"revolves around the place of 
the social outcast ... in an 
American society under some 
duress," director and professor 
of theatre Thomas Arthur said. 
It is set in the late 1930s in St. 
Louis, MO with America on the 
brink of World War II. 
The plot consists of conflicts 
among the family members. 
Tom (junior Hunter Christy), 
the narrator, dreams of taosp 
ing h-om his unfulfilling life 
working at a factory to live out 
his adventurous desires away 
from home life. His sister, Laura 
(senior Maureen landes), suf- 
fers from a physical disabilit\ 
which leaves her shy and inse- 
cure, happy only when sur- 
rounded bv her glass collection 
Amanda (senior Krisfj 
Callahan), mother to Laura and 
Tom, desperately tries to find a 
husband for her daughter. 
"Time is a little gauzy" 
throughout the play, Arthur 
said. Tom shifts from narrator 
to a character in his own 
remembrances. There are 
aboul six years between when 
the events happened and 
when Tom is narrating. 
As the narrator, Tom's role 
poses the question, "Is he a part 
of the dream or is he remember- 
ing it?" Arthur said. The pro- 
duction uses lighting to cue the 
characters font is remembering. 
It's like a dream, Arthur said, 
when you need someone then' 
in a dream, thev appear. 
According to Christy, he 
wants to portray that Tom is try- 
ing to "relieve some guilt by 
telling the story.' He said the 
audienoa should come away feel- 
ing what the characters are going 
through. If the audience isn't in a 
slightly bad mood when the 
show is over, we haven't done 
our job, Christy said. 
Arthur decided to bring 
"The Glass Menagerie" to JMU 
because, as it was the first play 
he directed professionally 
almost 40 years ago, he wanted 
to do it again in the latter part of 
his career. 
Arthur had other reasons for 
doing this play at this time. "The 
play takes place during a period 
when the United States is expe- 
riencing financial dislocation 
and also feels itself potentially 
being pulled into a war," he 
said. "The parallels to the pres- 
ent period seem obvious." 
The production also is taking 
on the role of an "outreach" pro- 
gram, according to Arthur. There 
are two casts of "The Glass 
Menagerie," one is a tour group 
and another is the group that 
will perform solely at Latimer- 
Shaeffer Theatre. The tour group 
goes to places like high schools 
in the AKA, classes at JMU and 
Eastern Mcnnonite University. 
The tour group recently 
performed in the assistant pro- 
testor of theatre Richard 
1 inkelstein's class. "It was 
wonderful," Finkelstein said. 
Finkelstein designed the play 
"A Flea in her Ear" and has 
played a role in gathering and 
supervising some of the props 
for "The Glass Menagerie." 
"The Glass Menagerie" 
demonstrates the fragility of "a 
family of strong-willed individ- 
uals," according to 
umnv.jmu.edu/jtmmvb/generalMeuf 
>.il. "Glass breaks so easily. 
No matter how i.ireful you are." 
The School of Theatre and 
Dance is sponsoring "The Glass 
Menagerie" and it is playing 
from Nov. 12 to 16 at 8 p.m. at 
l.atimer-Shaeffer Theatre in 
Duke Hall Tickets are $8 for the 
general public and $6 for JAC 
card holders, senior citizens 
and children. Call X&-7000 for 
ticket information. 
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Theatre and Dance 
Nov. 12 through  16:  Thr C.l.iss Menagerie, 8 to 10 p.m. 
Latimer-Shacffer Theatre, $8 admission for general public 
and $6 with (AC card. 
Nov. 15: Asian Student Union Culture Show, 7 to 9 p.m 
Wilson Hall, tree 
TDU Stag*: Nov. 12: Open Mic Night 7 to 10 p.m.. Nov. 13: )ohn 
Moossa 8 to 10 p.m.. Nov. 14: Open Poetry Night 8 to 11 pjn., Nov. 
I Ji I lie oi tin- C ommon S to 10 p.m., Nov 15: Ute Night featuring 
Nov. 11   through  16: New Image Gallery Exhibit  featuring 
"Curling," by Soon-Hwa Oh. 12 to 5 p.m. at Zirkle House, free. 
Nov. 11: JML" Pen UMton I iwmhle Concert, 8 p.m Music Building. 
Room 108. S2 at the door 
Nov.  12: JML  Horn  I'hoir I MWttt, 8 p.m. Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium, five 
Nov. 13: JMU Mute I 'hoir Concert, 6 p.m. Wilson Hall, free, JML 
Student Composers Concert. 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger, free. 
Nov. 11: Wh.it I voyora Needi to Know About Islam, 7 to 8:30 p.m., 
(.r.ifton-Stovall Theatre, tree. 
Nov. 12:Phoebe Eng presents "Cultural Fluency The Keys to Success 
in the 21st Century," 7 to 9 pm Grafton-Stovall Theatre, free. 
HE CINEMA SCOOP 
Eminem proves himself to industry 
with impressive acting debut in '8 Mile' 
Marshall Mathers showcases own rise to top of Detroit rap scene 
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT 
senior writer 
A provocative and accurate 
depiction of what Fminem and 
other hip-hop artists hfctt < gone 
through to make it big, "8 Mile" 
is loosely based on EDUMDI'I 
life and is dinxtvd by Cuitil 
Hanson ("Wonder Boys.'' "LA. 
Confidential") and marks the 
tapmr'fl acting debut. 
Set in 1995 in Detroit, the 
movit'l plot ll n-l.itn ely simple, 
but encounters several speed 
bumps along the way The peo- 
ple of Detroit know H Mile ,i- the 
city limit, a boundary between a 
poor black community and a 
poor white community. Monev 
is hard to come by with living 
conditions being modal at best 
in 8 Mile. I psychological divid- 
ing line that separates aspiring 
hip-hop artist Jimmy Smith Jr. 
(Iminem) from when' and who 
he wants to be. The film te!K the 
story of a critical week in 
Jimmy's lift*, when he chann.K 
his rage into angrv lyrics and hit 
songs, paving a way out of his 
tOUgh hometown and giving 
him a shot at stardom. 
The characters w ho n-side in 
IVtmtt's J13 area code and 
make up Smith's crew constant- 
ly an* struggling with them- 
tthm and with others' expecta- 
tions  of  them.   Jimmv   goes 
through a series of ups and 
downs as he searches for an out- 
let for his musical skills. 
Supported by four rap-obsessed 
buddies, he ultimately wins a 
freestyling battle at a local club, 
taking over the stage with his 
creative, versatile freestyling 
skills. He earns unanimous 
respect from the black rap com- 
munity, who isn't used to seeing 
a white rapper show them up. 
The movie co-stars Kim 
BMJngV as Jimmy's mom, 
MeUn I'lulcr as his loyal friend 
and Brittany Murphy as his 
female friend. 
What makes this film com- 
pelling is how the ending differs 
fmm most like it Its finale is 
very subtle and somewhat con- 
fusing at first, but in rvtmspect it 
makes perfect sense. It's a fitting 
oondunon th.it highlights 
Jimmy's full-circle struggle to 
make his mark on the competi- 
tive Detroit rap Mm 
Once you get past the con- 
stant swearing and violence, 
il's ea>) to IT iinpiessed with 
Fminem '■ performance. His 
performance is so riveting 
that Academy Award-win- 
ning producer Brian Grazer 
quietly touted Fminem as a 
potential Oscar nominee next 
year. "I think the audience is 
going   to   be   blown   away. 
"8 MILE" 
STARRING: 
EMINEM, MEKHI PHIFER 
AND KIM BASINGER 
RATED:R 
RUNNING TIME: 
HI MINUTES 
[and | so will the Acaderm I 
think we've got a good inol 
at getting nominated," 
Grazer said on the movie's 
official Web site 
The supporting c.isi emv- 
lively compliments F.minem's 
role, mixing some emotional 
scenes with humor th.it sen i to 
lighten the mood ■ little 
Basinger turns in another 
strong performance, being DOT 
frayed as vulnerable but essen 
rial to the picture's WCCW 
rhitei | acting is a little rough 
and inconsistent, hut Murphv 
shines in a secondary role. She 
walks the line between inno- 
cence and "the bad girl," paral- 
leling her 2001 apperance in 
"Don't Say a Word." 
Accompanied by a sound 
track that debuted at No I 
this movie definitely is i.iu 
showing the Gramme win- 
'Who's LoJT - "A League of Their Own" Get with the proyan 
Staff writers' workshop 
Thursday at G pm h the basement of Antiwny-Seeger 
ning artist as you never have 
Been before. Originally called 
"Fight Music," "8 Mile' is a 
powerful, graphic story that 
will raise some eyebrows in 
Hollywood. Fveryone ques- 
tions Marshall Mathers' act- 
ing skills and wonders if he 
can make the transition from 
CD to the big screen. The 
answer is ,i resounding 'yes.' 
Bottom line: The guy every- 
body loves to hate can act. 
This movie is worth seeing, if 
not for the great direction then to 
see a side of Fminem you won't 
see anywhere else. This movie 
won't flop like others starring 
musica I celebrities-turned- 
.it tors, such as Mariah Carey in 
"Glitter" and Britney Spears in 
"Cmssnvids," to name a couplr 
Imnvrn's fans are sure to win 
out over any of his critics and "8 
Mile' should be as successful as 
his albums 
£•   A****** rmrismr k*r  '!•• 
g.g.£.£>g. QQauMMBt^mm,, ! 
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WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
Xjjk^U S^tyj* &» $><*££*. 
On Port RaputXic Rd. next to Food Uon 
Open 7 Day* a Warn 
Take Oui Avatabki 
433-1113 
?asta * SuS$ ♦ Chicien 
?ori * tfamburgers 
* Tfouse Specialties 
*1)t(icioui acurmet pizza 
* Largest Cakone St StromSoii in Town 
* frivate room <A\ai(af>(e wini a so' TV 
$2 off mm purchase of $15. 
Just Show JAC card or 
bring this coupon 
 MatMOMK 
...Because /ta/y is too far to drive 
Yo^r arf W* 
Br«*M IfatfjM 
Katherine A. Martin, D.O. 
Family Practice Physician 
Same day appointments available 
OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS 
 Most insurance is accepted 
Women s Medicine • Pediatrics ■ Ostcopjthic Manipulation - Sports Med 
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all BOM 
(540) 438-9292     1765 S. High Strm (Hex, „ Food l.,on on Sou.haq 42) 
PHOEBE ENG 
Cultural Flwew-cw: 
"he Keys to Success Ikv the 
21st centum 
TOMORROW 
NOVEMBER 12™ 
7:00 P.M. 
Jftt'    GRAFTON-STOVALL 
(j|§5 FREE!!! 
SOCIAL. EMOTIONAL, INTELLECTUAL OR SPIRITUAL 
WELLNESS PASSPORT EVENT!!! 
• »T  Ta. Cmu< fa. Milliitortl1iUiiMM,l •««.•< |„«,M (CM 111) 
P« ■•«• aafaraiattM 
C.itM.I 141-M).  ..J   —■--"—■ f '  - 
SPORTS " Cross country claims crown The JMU women's cross country team won its fourth consecutive con- ference championship last weekend. S## itory liilow 
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"Words can't describe it. It's a great 
feeling and I'm proud of our seniors." 
DAVE LOMBARDO 
women s soccer coach 
Finally 
some 
parity 
At first I began to wonder 
with three different Super 
Bowl     win- 
ON THE 
SIDELINES 
DREW 
WILSON 
ners in ,is 
many yean 
Then the 
I ,ikers won 
their third 
consecutive 
champi- 
onship, 
slowly fad- 
ing the ques- 
tion mio the 
back of my 
mind. But 
with the 
Angels um- 
ning        the 
i\orU Serin 
.i few weeks ago, I can no 
longer question myself. Could 
the apocalync be upen us? b 
l tuallv  parity  in pro 
RM Tts ] 
I know, it s a scarv thought. 
But if you think about it, it 
Stems ti i be happening. The last 
three Super BowLs have includ- 
ed the Kams, Titans, Ravens, 
l Hants and I'atriots. No 
(. owboyi '-'t'-rlcrs or -Wers. 
And even this season, anyone 
can beat anyone       and they 
hive How men) would have 
though) thai St. I tuns and 
I vtroit would have both 
entered Sunday with a 3-5 
record Who could have 
gue^si-d the Sin Diego 
C"hargers would be f>2? 
While i onus! say it has 
made my life a nightmare as 
tar as IVks ot the Week goes, I 
am glad to MV teams oilier 
than the usual suspects win. 
And the Angels won the 
World Series (Sorry, I haw to 
keep repeating iMs bSGBSJSS it is 
still hard for me to believe) No 
mort' nngs tor the Yankees and 
I >ianHiulba, ks or World Series 
chokes for the Braves. None of 
them made it past the tirst 
round of the playoffs. And even 
though the Twins didn't quite 
make it to tlx' big show, thev 
had ,in impress^ e SIMMXI. From 
a bottom-feeding team in reu-nt 
years to being on the verge of 
contraction to the American 
league championship series. 
The Twins not only gave com- 
missioner Bud Selig a nice 
"how do you do," they also 
proved a small market team 
could compete as well as suc- 
ceed amongst the big boys. 
Even the \MI is getting in 
on the action. Sure, the Red 
Mngi wort Auk loth Stanley 
Cup, but faced off in the Finals 
igilnel       the      (sioHni 
Hurricanes. Sure' the 
Hurricanes originated fnwn the 
Hartford Whalers franchise, 
but• teem from North C arolina 
competing tor championship in 
a northern sport? Sacre bleu! 
However, the NBA still has 
a ways to go for parity to be 
readied The lakers at 2-5 still 
should be the team to beat. 
Although the league is only 
two weeks into the season, 
there are a few teams that have 
shown they will vie for a play 
off spot. No, the Grizzlies 
srt- PARITY, pane 14 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Dukes top Patriots, claim CAA title 
Joyce named tournament MVP, helps JMU advance to NCAAs for first time since '99 
BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
When it comes to women's 
soccer, the road to the Colonial 
Athletic Association champi- 
onship goes through the 
College of William & Mary. The 
Tribe has won the CAA title 
every year since 19% — that is 
until now. 
After knocking off top-seed- 
ed W&M Friday, the fourth- 
Meded Dukes took out No. 2 
seed George Mason University 
2-0 Sunday for JMU's second 
conference title. The Dukes won 
their first title in 1995. 
"Words can't describe it," 
coach Dave Lombardo said. 
"It's a great feeling and I'm 
proud of our seniors. They 
stepped up and refused to lose." 
JMU struck early in the first 
half when senior midfielder 
Beth McNamara sent a comer 
kick form the left side to senior 
forward Deanna Saracino, who 
headed the ball to freshman for- 
ward Kim Argy. Argy trapped 
the ball and fired past GMU 
goalkeeper Naomi Hines to put 
JMU ahead 1-0. 
In the 39th minute, 
McNamara found Saracino on 
another comer kick. This time 
Saracino headed the kick past 
Hines for the Dukes second goal. 
The Patriots made a push 
in the final three minutes, 
but to no avail. 
"Our defense was awesome 
today," said red-shirt senior 
forward Teri Joyce, who added 
that the championship was spe- 
cial to her because it ended her 
career on a high note since she 
thought her playing days were 
over following last season's 
ACL injury. 
Though Sunday's game was 
for the title, Lombardo said 
Friday's semifinal matchup 
against W&M was the kev game 
of the tournament. 
The Dukes topped the Tribe 
2-1 on a goal by Joyce with 38 
seconds to play, her second last- 
minute game-winning goal of 
the tournament. Joyce kicked a 
game-winning goal with 27 sec- 
onds to play against Virginia 
Commonwealth University in 
the CAA quarterfinals Tuesday 
in Harrisonburg. 
The win over W&M was the 
second win in eight days over 
the Tribe for the Dukes. JMU 
gave W&M its only two confer- 
ence losses of the season with 
the win Friday and a 2-0 win 
Nov. 2 in Williamsburg. 
"To me, that was the finals," 
Lombardo said of the win 
Friday against the Tribe. "It 
was one of the most emotional 
experiences 
I've had 
with        the 
soccer team." 
Heading 
into the 
weekend , 
Joyce said she 
knew the 
team could 
win (he title. 
"We knew 
we were the better team and 
knew we could win," said 
Joyce, who was named the 
CAA Tournament MVP. 
Joining Joyce on the 2002 
All-CAA Tournament Team 
were Argy and senoir mid- 
fielders Meredith McClure and 
Colleen Mcllwrath. 
With the CAA title, JMU 
earns a berth into the NCAA 
Tournament, something 
Lombardo said wouldn't have 
been possible since the Dukes 
didn't have a good enough 
year to receive an at-large bid. 
JMU will find out who and 
where it plays Monday after- 
noon. ESPN will air a selection 
show for the field of 64 at 4:30 
p.m. on ESPN News. 
[tournament 
Sundaj 
JMU 
RadtNrt senior forward Ted Joyce (left) scored two last second goats In two games 
the Dukes win the CAA Tournament title. Joyce was named Most Valuable Player for 
for JMU In helping 
the tournament. 
CROSS COUNTRY  
Women take fourth 
straight CAA crown 
FIELD HOCKEY 
The |MU women won the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
crown last weekend, while the 
men's team placed second at 
Hull Run Park in Centreville 
November 2. The women's title 
marks the fourth straight year 
the Dukes have earned CAA 
champion status. 
The lady Dukes squeaked by 
the College of William & Mary 
25 points to 31. The defeat of 21 st 
ranked W&M marked an upset 
according to the FinishLynx 
Division I Coaches polls, who 
did not have the Dukes ranked 
at the time. (Ither schools who 
finished as placed were George 
Mason University (137). Virginia 
Commonwealth University 
(139), Hofstra University (189). 
University of Delaware (155) 
and University of North 
I. arolina - Wilmington (214) 
Helping the Dukes to their 
fourth consecutive title was sen- 
ior Mollie I X'l rancesco, who 
a"peated as women's champion. 
DeFrancesco broke her own 
record of 20:46.05 in the 6,000- 
meter race. The accomplish- 
ment earned her Top Female 
Athlete honors. 
DeFrancesco was accom- 
panied among the top finish- 
ers with junior Cindy 
Dunham (4th in 21:55.77), 
freshman Nelly Anderson 
(5th in 22:00.62), freshman 
Shannon Sanders (7th in 
2:07.46) and junior Kelly 
Baker (8th in 22:09.42). 
The JMU men's team 
placed second in the CAA 
standings behind William & 
Mary, scoring 56 points to the 
Tribe's 24. Among the Dukes' 
finishers were sophomore 
James Kays (5th in 24:57.59), 
junior John Fraser (6th in 
25:00.13), sophomore Allen 
Car (15th in 25:34.43), soph.v 
more Mark Bahnuk (17th in 
25:44.85) and senior Ian Scott 
(18th in 25:51.21). 
—from staff rrports 
JMU knocked out of conference 
tournament with loss to Monarchs 
iiii meni •■ 
Senior back EJtze van 
Msgnnln and JMU tea to Ok) 
Dominion Unrvosrtty Saturday. 
The field hockey team suf- 
fered ■ crushing defeat at the 
hands of No. 1 (Md Dominion 
University, who handily 
defeated the Dukei 14-1. The 
loss knocked No. 10 JMU out of 
the Colonial Athletic 
i Oflferencs tournament and 
may have subsequently con- 
cluded their ■onion 
The fourth-seeded Dukes 
squared off against the first 
seeded Lady Monarchs 
Saturday, Now 5 ODU took no 
time in getting off to a lead, as 
CAA player of the vear Tiff.im 
SlM>W KOfed four minutes into 
the game. From there, the 
I MV Monarchs were able to 
red off 13 goals 
Snow finished with two 
goals and two SSSista, while 
l,u,i llarrman notched three 
goals and forwards Ut>salinda 
Banuelos and Angie I AW scored 
two a pfeOE tor the Monarchs. 
Old Dominion went into 
halftime up 5-0, and its success 
continued, .is its lead reached 
13-0 before JMU junior for- 
ward Merideth I owrance 
•COnd late in the second half 
to prevent a shutout. 
The Dukes were outshot 29- 
7 and the I-ady Monarchs tal- 
lied 12 total corners to the 
I Hikes' four 
The Lady 
Monarchs 
I move on 
to hCfl the 
second-seed- 
ed ( ollegeot 
William & 
Mary to 
determine 
the CAA 
crown 
Despite the 
lopsided defett, IML may still 
be alive for the natu.,.al tour- 
nament. The Dukes must now 
rely on an at-large bid after 
being eliminated from the 
CAA tournament 
—from staff rrports 
Tournament 
Saturday 
JMU 
WOMEN'S CLUB RUGBY 
Perfect season propels club rugby to nationals 
PHOTO C IMIRTKSY Of Htiwti'i rlub rugb\ 
The women's club rugby team won all eight of Its games en 
route to winning the Virginia Rugby Union state championship. 
BY LESLIE WILSON 
contributing writer 
After finishing the 2002 
spring season ranked fifth in 
the nation, the women's club 
rugby team expected the fall 
season this year to be a 
rebuilding time. That didn't 
turn out to be the case. The 
team rattled off an 8-0 season 
that ended with its third con- 
secutive state title. 
"We lost seven seniors last 
year and we thought that this 
semester was going to be time 
to rebuild our team," senior, 
second row Dara Schmidt 
BSjd "We had about 20 rookies 
come out this semester — our 
biggest turn out yet and many 
of the older players and rook- 
ies stepped up so much it was 
great. Fveryone contributed to 
the team this semester some 
how or another." 
JMU brought home the 
Virginia Rugby Union state 
championship after defeat- 
ing rival University of 
Virginia 16-5 at the Ed & 
Sandy Lee Tournament in 
Roanoke Od 2<> to 27. 
'It s ,i re.il honor and a 
big accomplishment for us," 
Schmidt said. "All of the 
hard work and dedication 
paid off. After putting so 
much time and effort into 
practicing five days I week, 
it is nice to know that we are 
the best in the state 
And beating its rival for 
thl second this Mason made 
it even better |MU topped 
UVa. 13-10 in Charlottesville 
earlier in the season. 
"UVa. is our biggest 
rival," sophomore Julia 
Graven said. "Thev have a 
good team like we do." 
-44  
It's a real honor and a 
big accomplishment for 
us. All of the hard work 
and dedication paid off. 
—Dara Schmidt 
senior women's club rugby plajer 
-*9 
Sophomore eight man 
Heather Horan said, "It was 
pretty exciting since most of 
the team knows players and 
the coach for UVa. It was 
nice beating people that are 
our rivals." 
JMU got to tne state title gam 
after topping Man' Washington 
College 67-0 and Umgwood 
University 71-0 Saturday 
With the state champi- 
onship under its belt, the 
team will head into the spring 
season with a higher seed in 
the Mid-Atlantic Rugby 
Football Union when it com- 
petes in nationals. 
Sophomore prop Jennifer 
StaUo said 'Spring is a con- 
tinuation of fall season. For 
us   it  ,ill  leads  up  to the 
national tournament for our 
rugby team 
I he team's organization 
both on and off the field helps 
them to function at top levels. 
For the off season sophomore 
lulu I,raven said, "We try to 
continue working out. 
Sometimes we play soccer 
and/or vollevball. From our 
see WOMEN'S, pant'14 
I / 
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MEN'S SOCCER 
Dukes tie 
earn fifth 
men's CAA 
The men's soccer team 
tied Drexrl University 1-1 in 
double overtime Sunday, 
giving the Dukes a 8-9-3 
record and the fifth seed 
entering this week's 
Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament 
The team tallied its MV 
ond straight victorv with | 
last minute win, 2-1, over 
Horttra University Friday 
in Hampstead, N.Y. 
Sophomore midfielder 
Denny Pulk scored with 1:06 
remaining in the overtime 
period off an assist from 
senior forward Jukka 
Sundquist. Sunquist drib- 
bled through ■ few Pride 
defenders to the goal line 
and proceeded to cross the 
ball into the box to Fulk, 
who rocketed a shot over 
the head of Hotstra goalie 
Drexel, 
seed in 
Tourney 
D.J. Gntnlng. 
The goal was the fourth 
of the season for Fulk, who 
helped the Dukes go 2-0-2 in 
the past four g.inu- 
The loss was the fifth 
straight 
f o r 
Hofttra, 
w h o 
jumped 
out early 
on the 
Dukes, 
scoring 
nine min- 
utes into the contest. 
However, the Dukes 
bounced back with a goal 
on a penalty kick 23 min- 
utes into the second half by 
senior midfielder Ben 
Munro, followed by Fulk's 
game-winner in overtime. 
— from staff rfports 
Sunday 
JMU 
1 
Drcxcl 
Women's club rugby earns third 
consecutive state championship 
JMU finishes fall season 
WOMEN'S,flm page 13 
rugby Mam, w've outfitted two intr.imur.il 
soccer te.ims 
For a change in preparation for the spring 
competition the team also is now starting a 
lifting regiment. 
"Our coach wants us to get big since uv iv 
a really tiny team in comparison (to other 
teams|," Stello said 
Stello said this came into play last year 
against the University of Illinois. 
"Last year when we were vying tor final 
fours (at nationals) ... every single ^irl on 
with undefeated record 
Iheir le.ini outweighed everv single one of 
our teammate* Their biggest girls were four 
IIH-lies taller and huge. The Illinois players 
wen 510" Hid OVai plus weighed about 180 
and upwards " 
However, in the past, Stello said, "Oui ka] 
to winning and outsmarting others is speed." 
|ML' knows it has a lot of work cut out to 
reach its goals at nationals. 
W .ire still going to work just as hard as 
we did in the fall and hopefully make it to the 
sweet 16 again," Schmidt said. "That is our 
team goal. 
Parity slowly creeping into pros 
Signs of equality showing among big, small market teams 
given Sunday. 
Drew Wilson is a junior 
SMAD major who enjoyed 
watching the Lakers last 
I rtiatf to the Wizards on a 
ferry Stackhouse dunk at the 
last second after the Lakers had 
come back to take the tend 
PARITY, from page 13 
still don't have a chance, but 
non-playoff teams from a 
year ago such as the Bulls, 
Hawks and Wizards look 
like they all have a legiti- 
mate shot at a playoff berth 
or more this season. 
Its obvious with such Ittng 
seasons that teams are going 
to have nights off where the 
less-skilled teams will win. 
Ami ma cliche is that on any 
given Sunday, any team can 
win. But this year, it might be 
happening more than |ust any 
- VOLLEYBALL- 
JMU slays 
Dragons 
The volleyball team defeated 
Drexel University 3-1 Saturday to 
improve their Colonial Athletic 
Conference record to 13-3. 
Senior outside hitter Jessica 
I WIN had 20 kills and 13 digs to 
help pace the 
Dukes. Red- 
shirt senior I 
outside hitter 
I a r r i s s a 
Winkler had | 
15 kills and 11 
digs, while I 
junior middle blocker Dana Jones 
contributed with 12 kills. 
The Dukes had to battle from 
behind early in the contest to top 
the Dragons in game one. Drexel 
won game two, but the remain- 
ing two games were dominated 
by the Dukes. 
JMU ends the regular season 
Wednesday at home against the 
University of Maryland- 
Baltimore County at 7 p.m. 
—from staff reports 
Saturday 
Think you may be 
pregnant? 
HARRISONBURG 
Lpxzqnancu   tlzntzx 
free and confidential pregnancy tests 
Call 434-7528 
Need Some 
Extra Cash 
for the Holidays 
Manpower Offers. .T 
occasional, part-time and full time 
positions in a variety of work environments from 
construction to production and office to technical. 
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply! 
Register at 9 AM or 2 PM Monday thru Friday 
at 2061 A Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Behind the Valley Mall. 
Be sure to arrive early, sessions fill quickly! 
Be sure to bring two forms of ID 
MANPOWER 
We find the best In everyone ond put It to work! 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
(540) 442-7625 
Come Down For sQ 
*»< 
nment 
Huge Sandwich Menu 
Vegetarian Dishes 
Pizza 
Crablegs and Shrimp 
Hotdogs 
Wings- 25< each Mon &Thurs 
Salads 
Pastas 
Steaks 
Homemade Soups 
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg 
Catering Available 
Sundy touch I l«.m.-3pjn 
WwStHOTMrtur, 
WMk.lllm.2im 
433-9874 
No overrides required 
for Summer 2003. 
Chooses courwtnfhete'locattOYW 
Argentina      AUSTRIA 
BELGIUM 
Prance 
Ghana 
rfiondutaV 
Malta <V1>rtioique 
England/ 
Qottnahy 
Qti a trntrnmim 
IRELAND 
Kenya 
Netherlands 
Spa"1     \J. JK . 
Early Admission Deadline: 
NOVEMBER 15. 
SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL 
• 
MONDAY. NOV. II. 20021 THE BREEZE 115 
FOR RENT 
2 Four Bedroom Units 
Right Beside rjch Other! 
L'nm to be remodeled Cknc lu 
t ampus. S2«VtnoN|i per person 
(' unnm1 Thu could be cooler ihin 
youlhink   RcaJK' 
Call Bryan.804-306-1*44 
Sublease 1 Bedroom Apartment 
across from campus. »375/mo. 
Water and heat included   Available 
Snr.n| HmHl*. 560-9698 
Feeling Crams**? Compare ouf 
spacious houses, dupieiss ana 
apar (mania. See photos, prices 
and currant availability (or 2003 ■ 
->0< 4 «ti *ww casiJeproperry.com. 
WE HAVE 
PROPERTY AT: 
WKSTPORT VILLAGE 
HUNTER'S RIDGE 
DEVON LANE 
MASON STREET 
LIBERTY STREET 
J-M'S 
OLD SOUTH HIGH 
UNIVERSITY PLACE 
EAST & WEST MARKET 
HIGH STREET 
1-2-3-4 OR 5 
BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
2-3-4 BEDROOM 
HOUSES 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMUI 
NO BUS RIDE! 
Kline Realty 
Property Management 
438-8800 
PARK APARTMENT 
I. !. \ I bedreoant 
Ge» provided for beat. 
*-Hiking A rut water 
Oprlnefor .IX UTILITY 
lactation 
Corporate aparlmr ni 
home* available 
Short term leatet optional 
Pet friendly command) 
Call (540)435-2621 
afimWiJlid nr ■rw»|^np»frm 
I qu»l limiting Opportumr> 
4 Badroom 2 lath • nice family 
room m basement, laundry, large 
yard Behind Okie Mill Village. 12 
month lease. S260 234-8564 
One Room Apartment In Hove* - 
for female Two Mocks to JMU. All 
utilities, washer/dryer (450/mo. 
Call 434 8800 
eiliaaetti StreeUOOl • 2004 - 
Porches, hardwood floors, Ethernet. 
ad appliances 568-3068. 
Seeing haWetf Lookiraj tor a female 
to subktt room In South View. Third 
floor, private bathroom, walk-In 
closet, $305/month (negj plus 
awetne. Contact Meghan 4783588 
or bowmanrne#)mu edu 
4 Hfcnm. lvaiatt Wc4oeian~- 
with large LR and OR. nice yard, 
laundry, off street parking. June 
lease, $260 2348584 
Bouse on Pert ItsauHU M. ■ 23 
bedroom, directly across from the 
campus. »700/month plus deposit. 
Avadahki 1/1/03. Can 438-9140. 
Free Rent UnW January - Looklnfl 
for someone to take lease Call 
434-797-4829 
S Piece Pearl Drum Set • racH. 
double pedal, maple snare. Paista 
symbelB. S2.700 Contact Gavin, 
540887 2861 
■ aakata. Hampers, Stereage 
Cheeta. (Here) Gift & Thrift. 227 N 
Mam. 
Mattress - New • Make offer. 
Double, can deliver. Can 804-693- 
7530. 757-291-8321. or 757-303- 
4505 Buy now. buy now, buy now, 
buy now - before gone! 
ISM Hona. CHV tX  AWD     SSI 
with eiiras. aicaiia.it condition. 
115,000 miles. Below NAOA at 
410.900. 0B0 432 1018. e.t 4 
(daytime); Chris. 
1— Pard Ceeteur - 5 speed. V6. 
84.000 miles, great shape, new 
tires, battery. Perfect student car' 
$4,395. beat offer. 879-9947 
Dell   Insplren   7000   Laptap 
Camputar • Eicellent condition. 
Asking. 1550. For more 
iraVjrmeiton. call Mary, 574-3447. 
i M - 4WD. 3 inch 
lift, good condrtion. great for four- 
wheeling. $2,500, or best offer 
Call 5404380681 
QeVioeaetMHe; to ted? Put an ad 
m the classifieds for only S15 for 
the entire semester4 5000127. 
Maaaanutten Time Share • 4th 
week Sept.. 1st week Oct. Sleeps 
8, full kitchen, jacuui. sauna, 
double deck. »5.000/wk., o.b.o. 
703-2554712. 
Washer - Kanmore. compact, 
eicellent condrtion (I pa-) 1500). 
S200. Dryer - Whirlpool, stackatue. 
small to medium sired. 160. Call 
574-2306. 
tJ Dadge Celt • low mileage, 
some work needed $i,700/neg. 
Call 433-5157. 
1904 Caryeler UBarea - 65.500 
miles, vary dependable, new 
stereo, spoke wheels, alec locks 
and windows, automatic, air. Call 
Sharon, 433-5112.   $1,000 (negj 
2001 Ford Tavrw tt • 17.000 miiee. 
perfect condition. V6 engine. AC. 
alarm. Alloy wheels. AM/FM/ 
cassette, cruise control, driver/ 
passenger airbag. power locks, 
•mdowa. and steering. 442-0707. 
Bortick & Associates 
District ofTtcc now placing 
for holiday help due to 
seasonal demand. 
Positions are in customer 
service/sales dept No heavy 
lifting and no cold contacting 
involved Positions are flexible 
and will be filled Immediately 
We offer competitive pay and a 
professional environment. 
434-245-0226 
Use our catalogs to get b* orders 
MtrRajtorahtpe open in your area 
Call 540 9751223 No fee. no 
MOJMOM 
 J-$250 
a day potential Local positions 
1-80O 2933985. art. 215. 
Hank's In the Dayton Farmer's 
Market . is now hiring. Competitive 
starting arage. Apply in parson 
Thur. Fn.. Sat.. 9:00 • 11 00 am 
or 3:00 • 6 00 p.m. 
$1,100 Weekly Potential - mailing 
our clrcuiara. Free information Call 
2036830202. 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Chibt • Student Groups 
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this 
semester with a proven 
CampusFundraiscr 3 hour 
fundnusmg event. 
Our programs make 
furtdraiilng eaiy with ne risks. 
Fundraiung datei ire filling quickly. 
to gel with the program' It works. 
Contact CarnpusFandrsiMr 
at M*«2J.)2J8. or visit 
www campusfiutdraistr.com 
Offlee Ward - pert time evenings 
Must be mature, reliable and have 
good telephone akiiia. Eicellent 
salary plus bonus. CaN 434-6750. 
Earn Up ta $100 Per Week • 
Weerrttmng products at home, ho 
eiperlence info. 1985646-1700. 
Oept VA-4806 
SERVICES 
Lang   Distance   S.t   eenta/ 
minute • No feel. No 10-10.   Can 
l*6&30O3489 
http://Dastrataa.iacool.nat 
You Can tee The Doctor Now 
at Patient Care Plus in Steunton 
8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 305 days 
a year. And wall meet you 
anytime after hours. Just cell 
540 885 6786. Board certified 
emergency physiciana. *-raya. 
treetment of ell minor illnesses 
and injuries No waiting evenings 
and nights 
Oot • Speeding TlehetT Your 
auto's speedometer may be wrong. 
Calibrate your speedometer today 
and beat that ticket m court. Cai 
IS44N0O 
NOTICE 
For more information and 
aubuace regarding the 
arveengaBoa of financing bunnrv 
upuui ta aura, cornet &t 
Beiier Busmen Bureau. Inc. 
1-090-533-5501 
TRAVEL 
•1    Spring    Oraak    Operatorl 
Awesome deal* on packages with 
free meal plans for Cancun 0 
Jamaica Book by October 31st 
Call us today. 1-866-273 2500 
www V4geo0ndtours.com 
■1 Seeing Oraah Vacatlonal 110% 
best prices! Mexico, Jamaica, 
Bahamas. Florida, Texas. Book now 
and receive free parties and 
meals    Campus reps   wanted1 
1800-234-7007 
erdl4tisummirtourt.com 
111 Early Saeclalet Spr.ng Bras* 
Bahamas party cruise' 5 days 
$299! includes meals, parties! 
Awesome beaches, nightlife' 
Departs from Florida! Get group 
go free! springDrea*fravel.com 
1O0O6780386 
Spring Break 2003 with 
StutfentCtty.comf fl/lnp air hotel, 
free food and 150% lowest price 
gtaajfrtaM Rsp8 ManSOSi P-R,ir/«• 
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP 
treatment, cash and prizes to 
promote StudantClty.com! Cal 
1800 293 1445 or email 
saleaOstudentcrty.com today! 
Spring Oraak 2003 - is now 
sponsored by Student E»press' 
Cancun. Acapuico, Maratian. 
Jamaica. Bahamas, South Padre. 
Las Vegas. Florida, ana Ibi/a 
Book eerly and gat free meats' 
Student Express sponsors the 
best parties and la now hiring 
salaried Salespeople. Campus 
Reps, and On site Staff. Contact 
www.studenteiprass.com or can 
1-80O787 3787 tor details 
111 Early Sermg Break SeecleM! 
Cancun & Jamaica from $429' 
Free breakfast, dinners 0 parties' 
Award winning company! Group 
leaders tree! Florida vacations from 
$149! spnrtgbrea* (ravel com 
18006786386 
At Laatl Spring Oraah la Naarl 
Book before Nov 6th. Free meals. 
parties. 2 free trips, lowest prices. 
Call 1800426-7 710 
www sunspresntours com 
CArtcw s lamxo • mu>. 
BAHAMA** HOtm 
sou naps IT MMJ. 
IAS" CASH, to mv 
www.mtTerveTiowi 
Act Now! Guarantee the best 
spring break prices' South Padre. 
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. 
Acapuico, Florida, and Mardigras 
Travel free, reps needed, earn 
$$$. Group discounts for 6*. Call 
1-888-THINKSUN 11-8888446578. 
d*pt. 2626.) 
www tpnngbftakditcount t com 
Then go Oect! Book now and gel 
guaranteed lowest price, free meets. 
and free insurance! Campus rep* 
wanted! Organize some friends 
travel free! Wa have mn> customer 
complaints! 1 800 367 1252 
www springbreafcdirr«ct com 
Wantedl gating Breakers! SCV 
wants to sand you on Spring break 
2003 to Cancun. Acaouko. Maratian. 
Jamaica or He Behenvn tor free! CaB 
now at 18007954786 or email at 
i ales#surooestvacations com 
PERSONALS 
TRAVFIMl D1 
FKASVUmltM) 
May I.'-VI XI)' - icrcdn 
ftarti. Charm C\mtmu. Aitrr* 
AM. Ffamrr. wmr. Awae 
Ctmuct l> Marto HamM MeU 
k««M;i pbmc. y*-#m 
W-U-y.,--..^ 
gkydlvel One day first Tandem 
skydlves from 2   1/2 miles up' 
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student 
discounts!   Call 1877 3403759 
(8770IVESKV) 
www. 3kydtveorange.com 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE BREEZE 
CLASSIFIED ADS! 
Sow accepting 
credit cards! 
(VISAor MutcrCard) 
Place your ad today! 
56B-61J7 
Just think.... 
instead of staring a hole 
in the paper, 
FrarOUin 
ars gained 
. but wrvco then each 
■** ha. watched hi. 
the Home. 
o«27. 
of Ihoae lOman- 
i(a in the Senate 
"-termele^' 
•PF" 
people could be staring 
at your ad. 
...wouldn't that be nice? 
[20 W.   Hat.r Str..t 
as** Pearl Jam Jay-Z 
Saliva SeanPiul 3 Doors Down 
thousands of new & used eds,   tapes and records   £ 
very fast special orders at no extra cost        i, 
10% off all used CDs during November 
60MF0PT AMP INSPiFATION *4-l-3<eS 
ON THC wee r\T v>i>iv..wwTUr\LrrY.coM 
TOHaCf, TO etcpuxte: 
SpirltualhY Waflnasa, StJ^/ldarrmVj, Palatienehtee, 
Car*ar/V«fxicplaca. Flnsnclai Securlhf, tAirrtrrt event* 
VISIT 6HM fcOOMS 
Paa^atar for Imatnrtlon 4a(lvart4 to ^our e-mail aidrass 
rrsfOF-youiH 
JHE AVENLY HAM 
182 Neff Ave., Harrisonburg 
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall 
434-5700; 434-5011 (fax) 
Ham and Much More! 
Eat-In        Party Platters 
Take-Out        Tailgating 
$l«o off Box Lunch 
Expires: 12/9/02 
Valid in Harrisonburg store only 
Nol valid on deliveries or with other offers. 
4 Months = $99 Guest Pass 
DIAMOND 
STUDS 
FROM 
H50* 
<ZXs 
LpziUci.    foi    Cnititmai 
For Full 
Time JMU 
Students 
Only! 
thi.s pass entitles you 
to one FREE workout at 
Curves 
30 minule Fitness and Weighi Loss Centers 
182-W6 Neff Ave. • Behind Valley Mall • 438-9950 
mres 
GREAT FOOD 
REASONABLY PRICED 
Plan Your Holiday Catering 
Now Open for Dinner Friday & Saturday 
New Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 11-5 
Fri&Sat 11-9 
• Fresh Baked Breads & Goodies 
• Homemade Soup & Salads 
• Care Packages 
• Catering for all Occasions 
M IM\II:IIII\I.II - 
i<(.. \ l22HI)l*f>4(»4{t IS!! 
I .WWW.Ml HONI II IMim.dIM Hoar's Jleud   fieii 564-2988 
161 THE BREEZE ' MONDAY. NOV. 11. 2002 
accept TLEX. 
impressive 
Copy Centers 
• r 
Main 
■ 
CISAT 
Spotlight 
Use your JAC 
to pay with FLEX 
at these local 
businesses. 
The Campus Pizza 
Its Late, You're Hungry, 
And JAC is Buying! 
JAC accepted over the phone 
for delivery orders 
at Chanellos Pizza 
The Campus Pizza 
CaulpUS One Large       $ f 
Specials: ^aTopping   f) 
Party Five Large      $ 
_.       - '   One Topping 
Pack: p.zzas 
n£i f - ^ 
^ ~ > 574-4700 
425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg 
Tuesday Deal i    Wedr 
Add a i Add an 
Two Liter .49C [ Order of 
Coke Breadsti 
Hours: 
Sun-Wed. 11 am-2 am 
Thurs-Sat. 11 am-3:30 am 
nesday Deal 
.49C 
■(.,-,■ 
"»■■»»■ 
